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Abstract

The widespread use of street view imagery in various applications, such as urban planning, navigation,
and real estate, has raised concerns about the privacy of individuals captured in these images. While
anonymization methods, such as blurring or pixelation, are commonly used to address these concerns, they
often result in a loss of important information and can be easily circumvented by determined individuals.
This thesis aims to explore an alternative approach to protecting privacy in street view imagery by using
image inpainting techniques. Image inpainting involves filling in missing or obscured regions of an image
in a way that preserves the overall structure and context of the scene. The proposed approach will utilize
conditional Generative Adversarial Networks (cGANs) for the purpose of image inpainting, specifically in
the context of street view images where people have been removed. While current cGAN-based methods
rely solely on incomplete images with missing areas, our approach incorporates an additional source
of information in the form of a semantic segmentation map. The semantic segmentation map serves
as a prior to guide the inpainting process, allowing the model to better understand the context and
structure of the image. By utilizing both the incomplete image and the semantic segmentation map, we
aim to improve the quality and realism of the inpainted results. We compared the performance of our
two proposed models, SemGAN and SemGAN-GT, with the existing pix2pix method. SemGAN utilizes
inpainted semantic segmentation maps as a prior in image inpainting, while SemGAN-GT uses ground
truth semantic segmentation maps. We evaluated the performance of each method using established
image quality metrics, such as L1, SSIM, and PSNR, as well as a qualitative analysis of the inpainted
images. Our findings indicate that both SemGAN and SemGAN-GT outperform the pix2pix method in
terms of image quality and realism. This suggests that semantic information improves the quality and
realism of the inpainted results, based on our quantitative results and qualitative analysis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since its release in 2007 Google Street View has collected and hosted more than 220 billion images
from over 100 countries. Other smaller services later followed, such as Baidu Maps, Bing Maps and the
crowdsourced service Mapillary. In this study “street view imagery” refers to all street-level images. The
amount and density of the imagery offers users the possibility to wander through a virtual world, hereby
enabling the user to search for real estate, virtual tourism, travel planning, enhanced driving directions,
and business search (Frome et al., 2009). Access to such imagery also offers possibilities to companies
and governmental organisations. Computer vision algorithms can be applied to the imagery, for instance,
in city maintenance to localize garbage or detect broken assets.

While there is no doubt about the usefulness of street view imagery, it raises privacy concerns as
the street-level images contain many personally identifiable features, such as faces and license plates
(Flores and Belongie, 2010). These privacy concerns are not only limited to services employing street
view imagery, it is part of a growing concern regarding data privacy and the misuse of technology (van
Zoonen, 2016). Driven by these concerns, the anonymization of people in imagery has been a fast growing
field of research in recent years, and will also be the topic of this study.

The motivation of this research is a joint project between the municipalities of Amsterdam and
Utrecht. To optimize the service in cities, the municipalities want to implement a computer vision-based
solution that, for example, is able to localize garbage or recognize broken assets. To accomplish this, a
database with images from the city of Amsterdam has been constructed. However, the majority of these
images contain persons, which raises privacy concerns and puts restrictions on the storage, processing
and sharing of the data, as described in the GDPR. Moreover, the protection of privacy is the highest
priority for governmental organisations. Therefore an initial solution to anonymize people was created,
which involved the blurring of faces. However, this was deemed unsatisfactory as it was still possible to
recognize people based on soft biometric and non-biometric identifiers. Hence, the municipalities seek for
an alternative solution to anonymize people, protecting the privacy of individuals while still guaranteeing
intelligibility.

The most conventional method to hide the identity of a person is to apply blurring to a region of
interest, such as the face. This anonymization method has also been utilized in Google Street View
(Frome et al., 2009). However, even after the application of this method, it is still possible to uncover
a person’s identity based on their clothing, hairstyle and geo-location. Moreover, recent research by
McPherson et al. (2016) has shown that methods to recover identity from blurred images are becoming
increasingly successful.

Although privacy protection is the main concern, it is also important that the information within the
image is retained. A loss of information would inhibit the municipality to analyse important information,
such as the recognition of the aforementioned broken assets or garbage. Therefore, the scene should
both look realistic and the details must be preserved. The balance between the protection of privacy of
individuals in an image and the retention of information in an image is called the privacy intelligibility
trade-off (Hudson and Smith, 1996). Image filters such as blurring lack the ability to provide a balance
between privacy protection and image utility, which generally happens at the expense of privacy loss
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1.1. SCOPE

(Padilla-López et al., 2015).

Although image filtering methods have been the conventional method, it has become clear that these
anonymization methods can be improved. Other more recent fields of research that could possibly offer
an improvement are image generation and image inpainting. These fields both highly benefit from the
introduction of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) (Goodfellow et al., 2014), and their generative
capacities. The first solution involves the substitution of a human individual with a “fake” person
generated by the GAN. While solutions exist that produce realistic results (Ouyang et al., 2018), the
variation in samples is limited, which makes the images appear less realistic. The second solution involves
the removal of human individuals from an image, followed by utilizing Generative models such as GAN
to fill the missing region seamlessly. This technique is known as image inpainting. To summarise, the
former method substitutes the real person with a generated fake person, while the latter method removes
all people from the image and uses image inpainting techniques to complete the image.

GANs are renowned for textural synthesis and excel at background completion or removing objects,
which are tasks that require repetitive structural synthesis (Lugmayr et al., 2022). Hence, inpainting has
the potential to circumvent the privacy intelligibility trade-off, since the removal of people protects their
privacy and the inpainting process retains the intelligibility.

1.1 Scope

For an anonymization method to be successful, it should remove all the personal data in an image, for
all images in the database. In order to do so we must first establish a common understanding about the
meaning of ‘personal data’. In the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) personal data
is described as “any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (‘data subject’);
an identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference
to an identifier such as a name, an identification number, location data, an online identifier or to one or
more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity
of that natural person” (European General Data Protection Regulation 2018). Most of the identifiers in
this definition will not be present in imagery. Therefore, we will only focus on the factors specific to the
physical identity of a person. Moreover, our method does not concern vehicles and therefore will not be
able to remove or inpaint license plates, or cars and other vehicles. We will train and test our model
using daytime street-level imagery of various European cities.

1.2 Contributions

We propose a GAN-based inpainting method capable of anonymizing street-view images while retaining
the intelligibility of the images.

1.3 Research questions

Based on the given problem description and the proposed solution, we formulate the following research
question:

Can a Generative Adversarial Network anonymize street level images, in which human indi-
viduals are removed, while the intelligibility of the images is retained?

In order to answer the main research question, we divide it into the following sub-questions:

SQ1: How does the inclusion of semantic segmentation data influence the quality of the
generated images?
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The meaning of quality in SQ1 is twofold. Anonymization is the main goal, therefore quality concerns
the ability to protect the privacy of human individuals in an image. In addition, the overall realistic
appearance of an image, as well as the preservation of detail are important and therefore also apply to
quality.

The performance of our inpainting model will be evaluated on a well-known dataset that serves as
a benchmark for image inpainting algorithms. This dataset contains daytime street-level images similar
to the dataset of Amsterdam belonging to the municipality. In addition, the dataset provides pixel-level
annotations for each image, which means that each pixel is labeled with its corresponding object class.
This semantic segmentation map provides a rough outline of the objects and regions present in the image,
which can guide the GAN in filling in missing regions of the image in a way that is consistent with the
surrounding context.

We will assess the effectiveness of our inpainting model by utilizing commonly used metrics in re-
search, namely the L1 distance and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). Additionally, we will incorporate
the structural similarity index (SSIM) as a means of ensuring that the generated results are not only
quantitatively accurate but also perceptually accurate. To calculate these metrics, we will compare the
ground truth images with their respective inpainted images. This approach is based on previous research
findings that demonstrate the potential for L1 and PSNR scores to inaccurately reflect perceptual ac-
curacy (Nazeri et al., 2019). To evaluate the effectiveness of our inpainting model, we will compare its
performance to an existing model based on the pix2pix architecture (Isola et al., 2017).

By incorporating semantic segmentation maps as a prior, we expect a refinement in the overall visual
realism of the inpainted image, as evaluated through visual inspection, as well as an improvement in the
metrics mentioned above. The effectiveness of the addition of a prior in GAN-based inpainting has been
shown by Nazeri et al. (2019). Therefore we anticipate that the inclusion of additional information in the
form of semantic segmentation data will produce improved results.

SQ2: How does the reduction of training data influence the performance of the model?

A common method to improve the performance of deep learning models is to increase the number
of training samples used. As we already use the entire finely annotated Cityscapes dataset this is not
possible. The pattern we expect to see when increasing the training dataset would be that the models
performance improves, but with diminishing returns. We can however hypothesize about the effect of
enlarging the training dataset by evaluating a model’s performance as we train it on increasingly larger
proportions of our training dataset. We expect to see a similar pattern where we the model performs
well when using the entire dataset or a substantial portion of it, but experiences a notable decrease in
performance when the training samples are reduced.

1.4 Thesis Outline

The remaining sections of this work are structured as follows: Chapter 2 summarizes related work con-
cerning visual personal identifiers, detection of sensitive information, image anonymization, generative
models and metrics used to evaluate these models. Chapter 3 describes our methods for generating real-
istic anonymized images, and the evaluation of these images. In Chapter 4 of this thesis, we will present
both quantitative and qualitative results and subsequently discuss them. To conclude this thesis, we
provide our final conclusions and outlook on future work in Section 5.
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Chapter 2

Literature review

In this chapter we will give an overview of the most relevant and significant publications related to our
problem. In Section 2.1 we discuss visual identifiers, separated in biometric, soft biometric and non-
biometric identifiers. Section 2.2 introduces various privacy protection methods used within the field.
Section 2.3 covers Generative Adversarial Networks and their application to image inpainting problems.
Section 2.4 describes metrics used to assess the performance of anonymization techniques.

2.1 Visual Personal Identifiers

When gathering image data in the public domain it is inevitable that information about human individuals
is captured in these images. Besides the ethical responsibilities we have concerning privacy protection,
restrictions with respect to data collection, processing and sharing imposed in the European General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) serve as a manual in handling personal data. If our algorithm is able to
delete all personal data, individuals are no longer identifiable. Therefore the principles of data protection
do not apply anymore to the anonymized data, as described in recital 26 of the GDPR (European General
Data Protection Regulation 2018). Hence, this allows for the data to be collected, stored and processed
legally.

The physical and physiological identifiers can be classified according to the taxonomy presented in
the work of Ribaric et al. (2016), in which they define three categories: biometric, soft-biometric and
non-biometric identifiers.

2.1.1 Biometric identifiers

Biometric identifiers can be categorized as either physiological such as face, fingerprint and iris; and
behavioural including voice, gesture and gait. These identifiers are the distinctive, measurable, generally
unique and permanent personal characteristics used to identify individuals (Ribaric et al., 2016). Regard-
ing the behavioural identifiers, sound is absent in image data and therefore can be ignored. Gait can be
described as the combination of stride and walking speed, this could be extracted from video recordings
along with gesture and can be used to identify a person (Jia et al., 2017). However, our data consists
of panorama images taken regularly, after every x meters. Due to the missing information between two
frames, it is impossible to extract useful information about gait and gestures of individuals. As for phys-
iological identifiers, we assume that because of their small size, it is impossible to extract fingerprint or
iris information.

The main identifier used in images to recognize human individuals is the face. Therefore, methods
regarding the anonymization of faces have dominated research in recent years. In the early days of
anonymization most research was done on “blurring” and “pixelating” images or parts of images (C.
Zhang et al., 2006; Frome et al., 2009; Boyle et al., 2000). However, recent research has shown that it
is still possible to extract useful information from images with blurred or pixelated faces (Brkic et al.,
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2.1. VISUAL PERSONAL IDENTIFIERS

2017). This suggests that only anonymizing the face is not enough to protect the privacy of a human
individual.

Figure 2.1: Example image from Google Street View. A blurring filter is applied on faces, leaving soft
and non-biometric identifiers intact.

2.1.2 Soft biometric Identifiers

As opposed to biometric identifiers, soft biometric identifiers can be used to describe a person, this can
be done by saying something about the appearance of an individual, such as their height, weight, hair
color, ethnicity and indelible marks like scars, birthmarks or tattoos. These features are neither unique
to an individual, nor permanent, they can change over time (growing, dyeing hair). Therefore, these
identifiers are not sufficient to make a distinction between two individuals (Jain et al., 2004). However,
soft biometric identifiers have a lot of potential when they are combined with biometric identifiers to
improve the recognition performance (Reid et al., 2013).

Consider a Google Street View image where an individual is visible but their face is anonymized (see
Figure 2.1). Regardless of the absence of biometric identifiers, based on location, soft biometric and non-
biometric identifiers it could still be possible to identify an individual (Reid et al., 2013). It follows that
soft biometric identifiers carry privacy-intrusive information about an individual and should therefore be
removed.

We assume that when the skin and face are anonymized, it is impossible to extract information
about indelible marks, race or ethnicity. In addition, we assume that height, weight and hair color are
inadequate to identify an individual, if not combined with biometric data.

2.1.3 Non-biometric Identifiers

Non-biometric identifiers consist of all personal identifiers that are not components of the physical or
behavioural features of an individual. The identifiers convey information about a person, but are both
non-permanent and changeable. These mainly are: hairstyle, clothing and license plates (Ribaric et al.,
2016). In our research we focus on the anonymization of persons, we assume that license plates in our
data are already blurred and can therefore be ignored.

The importance of anonymizing the non-biometric identifiers is shown by Brkic et al. (2017). In
their previous research they show that a re-identification algorithm is able to recognize people, even
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2.2. DETECTION OF SENSITIVE INFORMATION

Figure 2.2: Blurring applied to the full silhouette of individuals. Even after the anonymization process,
soft and non-biometric identifiers such as hairstyle and clothing remain recognizable. Images from the
Clothing Co-Parsing (CCP) dataset (W. Yang et al., 2014)

after the faces of these individuals are anonymized. Even when the entire silhouette of the individual
is blurred, the re-identification algorithm’s performance is still 40%. From this we can conclude that
non-biometric identifiers are important features in the identification of individuals (see Figure 2.2), even
if these identifiers are rarely addressed as a problem in research (Hrkać et al., 2017).

2.2 Detection of sensitive information

The process of detecting regions of interest (RoIs) is called object detection. In our project we regard
sensitive areas as RoIs. A sensitive area is a region in an image in which visual personal identifiers are
shown. Detecting these regions is crucial, as this is the first step in anonymizing the image.

Object detection is an important computer vision task with the objective to locate and classify in-
stances of certain classes (such as faces, cars or animals) in an image. Typically, object detection algo-
rithms locate objects by determining the coordinates of an object and drawing a bounding box around
the objects of interest. When a more fine-grained method is required, we turn to semantic segmentation.
This method allows for a more precise understanding of the image by assigning a class label to each pixel
in the image. Semantic segmentation is also related to instance segmentation, which aims at assigning a
unique label to each segmented object. For more details, see Figure 2.3.

It is widely accepted that two major historical periods have shaped the development of object de-
tection: “traditional objected detection” (before 2014) and “deep learning based methods” (after 2014)
(Zou et al., 2019).

Object detection gained huge momentum through deep learning, and more particularly the Convolu-
tional Neural Network (CNN), introduced by Krizhevsky et al. (2012a). Before CNNs, object detection
algorithms mostly relied on handcrafted feature representations. However, due to nuisance factors in
images it is very difficult to design a feature descriptor that describes all types of objects. In comparison,
CNNs can learn both low-level and high-level image features, these learned features are more represen-
tative than the handcrafted features (Youzi et al., 2020). In Section 2.2.1 we will discuss traditional
object detection methods. Section 2.2.2 outlines the current state-of-the-art deep learning-based object
detection methods
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2.2. DETECTION OF SENSITIVE INFORMATION

Figure 2.3: Object detection needs to identify the category of objects and locate the objects with rectan-
gular bounding boxes. Semantic segmentation predicts the categories of each pixel. Instance segmentation
needs to predict both the categories of each pixel and object instances. Image from (Arnab et al., 2018)

2.2.1 Traditional object detection methods

A milestone in the pre-CNN era was the movement from global representation to local representation
that were invariant to nuisance factors in images (L. Liu et al., 2018).

One of the first and most renowned algorithms that used these local representations is the Scale
Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) algorithm (Lowe, 2001). SIFT descriptors are scale and rotation in-
variant. This is achieved by calculating the gradient of certain keypoints at different scales of the image.
The location, orientation and scale of each keypoint is stored in a histogram, which subsequently can
be used in object detection by comparing the SIFT descriptors of two objects. The main disadvantage
of SIFT however, is the speed of the algorithm. Inspired by the work of Lowe (2001), Bay et al. (2006)
proposed an algorithm similar to SIFT called “Speeded up robust features” (SURF). Where SIFT uses
Gaussian averaging to find keypoints, SURF applies convolution on the integral image, which is faster,
especially since the calculations can be done in parallel for different scales (Karami et al., 2015). Com-
parative studies prove that SURF indeed is faster than SIFT (Karami et al., 2015; Mistry and Banerjee,
2017; Luo and Oubong, 2009), but also indicate that SIFT descriptors are more robust than their SURF
counterparts.

Two decades ago, Viola and Jones achieved real-time detection of faces for the first time without
any constraints (Viola and Jones, 2001). Their algorithm, which was later referred to as the “Viola-
Jones(VJ) detector”, incorporated three important techniques to attain its detection speed: “Integral
image”, “Feature selection” and “Detection cascades” (Zou et al., 2019). The integral image is an
intermediate representation of the image that allows for fast computation of rectangular filters. More
specifically, the speed of this algorithm comes from the fact that the computations are independent of the
size of the filters. The algorithm extracts Haar-like features (Papageorgiou et al., 1998) from the image,
which are selected using the Adaboost algorithm. Adaboost lowers the weight of features that tend to
produce false negatives, thereby it minimizes the number of these false negatives. The detection cascades
quickly discard non-faces and thereby reduce the computational overhead. Although this algorithm
performs very well on faces and other simple objects characterized by a small number of salient features,
the algorithm would perform worse on highly textured objects. Moreover, the training phase is slow and
can easily end in a classifier that produces many false positives (Andreopoulos and Tsotsos, 2013).

The Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) feature descriptor by Dalal and Triggs (2005) is by many
researchers regarded as an important improvement on SIFT (Zou et al., 2019). Like the VJ-detector,
HOGs use a sliding window approach. The HOG algorithm divides the image in cells and encodes gradient
information of that cell in a histogram. This results in a HOG feature vector containing information
about an object. By using the angle and magnitude, HOGs are quite robust to local variations, such as
translation and scale. Block normalization can be applied to be more robust to changes in illumination.
The HOG feature vector can be used as an input into a detection algorithm. The authors opted for an
SVM-based window classifier. Although it was implemented as a pedestrian detector, HOG-detectors can
be applied to a variety of object classes.

The deformable Part Model (DPM) by Felzenszwalb et al. (2008) was originally proposed as an
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2.2. DETECTION OF SENSITIVE INFORMATION

extension on the HOG detector. This method decomposes the problem of detecting an object into
detecting the individual parts of an object. Hence, the problem shifts from detecting a person into
detecting arms, legs and a head. Typically, a DPM consists of a root-filter and several part-filters. Instead
of manually specifying the configurations, the authors use latent Support-Vector Machines (LSVMs) to
learn the possible configurations of these parts directly from images. A hard negative mining technique
is used to improve training of the LSVMs. The authors later extended this method by implementing
mixture models to account for the variantions within object classes (Felzenszwalb et al., 2010). Although
DPM was state-of-the-art at its time, Deep Learning has exceeded these models in performance. However,
methods such as bounding box regression, hard negative mining and mixture models have had great effect
on Deep Learning methods.

Traditional local feature-based approaches have been very successful in the field of Computer Vision.
However, it is generally acknowledged that these local feature-based approaches offer insufficient com-
plexity in the types of object representations. More complex object representations are required to bridge
the semantic gap between low level and high level representations (Andreopoulos and Tsotsos, 2013)

2.2.2 Deep learning-based object detection

The introduction of Alexnet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012b) resulted in various methods that attempted to
bridge the gap between image classification and object detection. When we speak about CNN-based
object detection methods, we generally make a distinction between one-stage detection and two-stage
detection, or region-based proposal methods, as called by R. Girshick et al. (2013).

As the name suggests, a two-stage detection method has two stages: the region proposal stage and the
region classification stage. The first stage proposes category-independent regions, a CNN then extracts
features and the proposal is classified. Popular two-stage methods are Region-based CNN (RCNN) (R.
Girshick et al., 2013) and all its variations, Spatial Pyramid Pooling net (SPPnet) (K. He et al., 2014)
and DetectoRS (Qiao et al., 2021).

One-stage detection methods have another approach in which the region detection and classification
process is not separated. A one-stage detection model consists of two components: a backbone model
and a Single-Shot Detector(SSD) head. The backbone model is usually a pre-trained CNN network
for classification. The SSD-head consists of one or multiple convolutional layers of which the outputs
represent the bounding boxes and classifications. The most famous one-stage detector is the You Only
Look Once (YOLO) detector (Redmon et al., 2015) and all its improved versions. Other one-stage
methods are: Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) based methods RetinaNet (T.-Y. Lin et al., 2017) and
EfficientDet (Tan et al., 2019), and Swin Transformer (Z. Liu et al., 2021).

Generally speaking, we can make a distinction between one-stage and two-stage detectors in terms of
accuracy and speed (see Figure 2.4). The two-stage detectors have higher detection accuracy, whereas
one-stage detectors excel in processing frames per second (fps). Therefore, tasks that require real-time
detection (>30 fps) benefit more from using one-shot detectors, as two-stage detectors do not allow for
real-time detection.

In the next subsection we will describe the object detection methods mentioned previously, and how
they build upon each other in order to improve performance.
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2.2. DETECTION OF SENSITIVE INFORMATION

Figure 2.4: Speed-Accuracy performance of various object detectors. The orange points are two-stage
detector models and the blue dots represent one-stage detectors. Models marked with a star are compared
on PASCAL VOC 2012, while others on MS COCO. Data from (Zaidi et al., 2022)

Two-stage object detection methods

RCNN: RCNN was one of the first deep learning-based object detection methods. The method showed
the potential of CNNs in object detection, as RCNN improved the best performing traditional object
detection method by 30% on PASCAL VOC 2012. Figure 2.5 shows the flow of RCNN, the process can
be divided in the following three steps:
Region proposal generation. Selective Search algorithm (Uijlings et al., 2013) is applied, which generates
region proposals for each image. Selective Search is an iterative process in which groups of pixels are
merged together based on their similarity in color, texture, shape and size. This is a bottom-up approach
which generates region proposals from small, early on in the process, to larger, later in the process. This
results in around 2000 region proposals which could potentially contain an object.
CNN-based feature extraction. Each region is warped (or cropped) to a fixed size resolution and fed into
the CNN. The network outputs a feature vector as a final representation.
SVM classification. The feature vectors serve as input for class specific SVMs that predict the presence of
an object and classify this object. To fine-tune the bounding boxes that do contain an object, bounding
box regression is used to refine the bounding box, and Non-maximum suppression (NMS) is used to
remove overlapping region proposals.

While RCNN greatly improved traditional object detection performance, there are some notable
disadvantages. As it is a multi-stage pipeline, fine-tuning is cumbersome; the Selective Search algorithm
is time-consuming, approximately 2 seconds to generate 2000 region proposals; features are extracted
from each region proposal separately, feature sharing is therefore neglected as new features are calculated
for each region proposal.
SPP-net: K. He et al. (2014) proposed SPP-net in an attempt to improve the computational speed of
RCNN. This is accomplished with the addition of an Spatial Pyramid Pooling (SPP) layer, and a clever
method which extracts image features only once.

Fully connected layers require a fixed-size input. RCNN solved this problem by cropping/warping
each region proposal to a fixed resolution. However, this increases the computational load and leads to
the loss of information in the input image. SPP-net removes the cropping/warping process and adds an
SPP layer after the last convolutional layer. The SPP layer applies max pooling to the input in various
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2.2. DETECTION OF SENSITIVE INFORMATION

Figure 2.5: High-level overview of RCNN. It takes an image as input, applies a region proposal algorithm
to generate candidate bounding boxes, a CNN is applied to each region to extract features, finally an
SVM classifies the objects within the proposed regions. Image from (R. Girshick et al., 2013).

Figure 2.6: High-level overview of Fast RCNN. The region proposals are projected onto the feature map,
RoI pooling is applied to construct a fixed-size feature vector, this vector is used as an input for the fully
connected layers which output a softmax score and bounding box regression score. Image from (R. B.
Girshick, 2015).

scales, in a pyramidal structure, and concatenates the outputs of these various pooling operations. As a
result, the SPP layer always produces a fixed-size feature vector.

While SPP-net still uses Selective Search (like RCNN), the implementation is different. Each region
proposal is projected on the feature map, which subsequently are converted into fixed-size feature vectors
by the SPP layer. This therefore avoids repeated computations by the CNN, for each region proposal.

Despite the increase in detection speed over RCNN, with comparable accuracy, SPP-net still has
some drawbacks: The pipeline is still multistage, and the SPP layer inhibits fine-tuning of the CNN
layers during training.
Fast RCNN: R. B. Girshick (2015) proposed Fast RCNN, that builds upon RCNN and SPP-net in
order to improve the detection speed and accuracy. In Fast RCNN, the pyramidal structure of SPP-net
is replaced by an RoI (Region of Interest) pooling layer, which applies pooling to only one pyramid level
to extract a fixed-size feature vector (see Figure 2.6). Each feature vector is used as an input to the fully
connected layers, and then branches out to a softmax layer and a bounding box regression layer. The
multi-stage training problem is solved by introducing multi-task loss and the softmax layer. The former
allows for the training of both the softmax layer and the bounding box regression layer, the latter moves
away from one-vs-rest linear SVMs that have to be trained separately.

While Fast RCNN was proposed as an improvement on the speed of RCNN, the introduction of end-
to-end learning also led to an increase in detection accuracy.
Faster RCNN: The bottleneck in Fast RCNN is the region proposal algorithm, Selective Search takes
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2.2. DETECTION OF SENSITIVE INFORMATION

Figure 2.7: (a) shows the Recursive Feature Pyramid architecture, the solid arrows show the feedback
connections from the top-down to the bottom-up pathway, this allows the network to look at the image
twice or more. (b) shows the Switchable Atrous Convolution, this operation allows the network to look
at the image with different atrous rates and combines this information using switches. Image from (Qiao
et al., 2021).

2 second per image, while EdgeBoxes takes 0.2 seconds, which is equal to the time consumed for the
detection. It is apparent that traditional region proposal algorithms lack the speed of Deep Learning-
based algorithms. Therefore, S. Ren et al. (2015) propose Faster RCNN, which applies a Region Proposal
Network (RPN) that shares features with the CNN.

Similar to Fast RCNN, the convolutional part of Faster RCNN, extracts features from the input image
once. The region proposals are generated by RPN that uses a sliding window approach on the feature
map. At each sliding window location, the RPN predicts multiple region proposals with varying scales
and aspect ratios. Finally, for each region proposal,the RPN outputs 4 bounding box coordinates and a
score that estimates the presence of an object in that region. The coordinates and confidence scores are
refined by training the RPN separately from the Fast RCNN pipeline.
Mask RCNN: K. He et al. (2017) proposed Mask RCNN, a more fine-grained approach that applies
instance segmentation. Mask RCNN is an extension of Faster RCNN that adds an extra branch for
pixel-level object segmentation, this branch is a fully convolutional network (FCN).

Using the RoI pooling layer from Faster RCNN leads to the problem of misalignment between the
RoI and the extracted features, which in turn leads to inaccuracies in segmentation. This problem arises
because RoI pooling uses quantization to divide the feature maps in bins. Therefore, the authors introduce
an ROIAlign layer, which uses bilinear interpolation instead of quantization to compute the bins.
Feature Pyramid Network (FPN): Most deep learning-based object detection methods only utilize
the information from the last layer of a CNN for detection and classification of an object. However,
T.-Y. Lin et al. (2016) applied the idea of image pyramids to deep learning, where they use intermediate
feature maps from the CNN as an hierarchical feature pyramid, this is the bottom-up pathway. The
top-down pathway is used to upsample the feature maps. The two pathways are laterally connected
using 1x1 convolutional filters. Combined with Fast RCNN, FPN enhances detection accuracy, as the
feature pyramid can extract semantics from all levels. Since its introduction, FPN has become a standard
building block for later object detectors.
DetectoRS: The previous mentioned methods all apply the idea of looking at an image twice, once for
the region proposal and once for feature extraction. Qiao et al. (2021) propose DetectoRS, in which
they extend this idea to the backbone network. At macro-level, the authors propose Recursive Feature
Pyramid (RFP), which incorporates feedback connections between the top-down and bottom-up pathways
in FPN (see Figure 2.7a). The recursive nature of the model allows for the generation of increasingly
powerful representations. At micro-level, Switchable Atrous Convolution (SAC) is introduced, which
replaces regular 3x3 convolutions in the backbone network (see Figure 2.7b). SACs are able to apply
convolution at various atrous rates, determined by the switch function, this is an average pooling layer
combined with 1x1 convolution.

DetectoRS reaches state-of-the-art accuracy for two stage networks, yet with a processing speed of 4
fps, it is unsuitable for real time detection.
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Figure 2.8: High level overview of YOLO. Image from (Redmon et al., 2015).

One-stage object detection methods

YOLO: The division between object detection and classification in two-stage detection methods improve
the detection accuracy, but also leads to slower detection speed. Redmon et al. (2015), however, framed
object detection as a regression problem turning image pixels to bounding box coordinates and class
probabilities. By unifying the separate components of object detection, and evading region proposal
methods, which are computationally more expensive, the detection speed is dramatically increased. While
methods such as Faster RCNN are able to process 5 fps, YOLO can process 45 fps with base network,
and up to 155 fps using a faster version.

YOLO divides the input image in a SxS grid, each cell in the grid is responsible for predicting the
object centered in that cell. Furthermore, each cell predicts class probabilities, bounding box coordinates
and confidence scores for these boxes. Bounding boxes with low confidence scores are discarded and
overlapping bounding boxes are removed using non-maximum suppression (see Figure 2.8).

Although YOLO is able to perform real-time detection, it has several disadvantages. Each grid cell
can predict only two bounding boxes and one object class, this limits the number of nearby objects that
can be detected. Besides, by learning bounding boxes from data, the ability to generalize objects in new
configurations is limited.
YOLOV2: With the objective of improving the accuracy of YOLO, Redmon and Farhadi (2017) propose
YOLOV2. The first enhancement the authors introduce, is the addition of batch normalization which
improves convergence and makes other regularization methods redundant. Second, the CNN is fine-tuned
on higher resolution images to increase the detection of the various object classes. Third, multi-scale
training allows for better detection of small objects. Fourth, instead of predicting the bounding boxes
directly, anchor boxes are used, similar to the RPN in Faster RCNN. However, where faster RCNN uses
anchor boxes of predefined size, YOLOV2 learns the size of the anchor boxes using kmeans clustering.
RetinaNet: Lin et al. T.-Y. Lin et al. (2017) claim that the accuracy gap between one-stage and two-
stage detection methods is caused by the “foreground-background imbalance”. Therefore, they propose
RetinaNet in which their main contribution is the introduction of focal loss. This reshaped loss function
focuses more on hard negatives by reducing the influence easy examples have on the loss. RetinaNet
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2.2. DETECTION OF SENSITIVE INFORMATION

Figure 2.9: High level overview of EfficientDet. As a backbone network it recruits EffcientNet, BiFPN as
feature network and shared class and box as its prediction network. As the backbone network is scaled
up, the number of BiFPN and box/class layers will be increased accordingly. Image from (Tan et al.,
2019).

uses FPN to improve multiscale detection. Each level of the FPN is processed by two subnets. The
classification subnet predicts the probability of object presence at each location, the box regression
subnet regresses the offset for anchor to the ground truth. These subnets are both FCNs that share
parameters across networks.
YOLOV3: In YOLOV3 (Redmon and Farhadi, 2018) the authors present “incremental improvements”
for the previous YOLO versions. The model makes use of a different backbone model called Darknet-53,
a deeper CNN which makes use of residual layers. Furthermore, the model uses a method similar to FPN,
which extracts features at three different scales. The small scale feature maps contain more fine-grained
information, and the upsampled feature maps contain richer semantic information.

Although YOLOV3 presented some improvements, and performed better than earlier YOLO versions,
it lacked ground breaking changes. Even RetinaNet had better accuracy than YOLOV3, while it came
out a year earlier.
EfficientDet: In most object detection methods, we see a trade-off between accuracy and speed, where
most of the detectors prove to be only good in one. With EfficientDet Tan et al. (2019), propose a
new family of object detectors aiming to improve efficiency. The paper offers three major contributions.
BiFPN, a bidirectional feature network. Compound scaling, a new method to jointly scales the resolution
and size of the network. And EfficientDet, a new family of detectors with better accuracy and efficiency.

The EfficientNet extracts multi-scale features that are fused by the BiFPN layer (see Figure 2.9). A
regular FPN is limited to a one-way information flow, as the name suggests, BiFPN allows information to
flow efficiently in both ways. Most previous networks simply sum the input features in the fusing process,
however, input features at different resolutions contribute to the output unequally. Therefore, BiFPN
assigns learnable weights to learn the importance of each input feature. By adding more consecutive
BiFPN layers, more high-level feature fusion is enabled.

The authors propose a compound scaling method, which uses a compound coefficient to jointly scale-
up all dimensions of the EfficientNet, the number of BiFPN layers, box/class prediction layers and the
resolution of the input images.

EfficientDet is easily scalable, achieves better accuracy and efficiency than previous detectors, while
being smaller and computationally cheaper. The authors also show that the model can be used for
semantic segmentation, by only using P2 for the final per-pixel classification.
YOLOV4: In YOLOV4 (Bochkovskiy et al., 2020) the authors present a number of improvements to
enhance both speed and accuracy as well as training time. Most existing deep learning-based object
detectors require multiple GPUs for training, whereas YOLOV4 can be trained on a single GPU.

The authors make a distinction between two different groups of methods that can increase the accu-
racy: Bag-of-Freebies, methods that only increase the training time; and Bag-of-Specials, methods that
slightly increase the inference time.
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Figure 2.10: (a) High level overview of the Swin Transformer. (b) two successive Swin Transformer
Blocks, where W-MSA and SW-MSA are multi-headed self attention modules with regular and shifted
windowing configurations. Image from (Z. Liu et al., 2021).

Many Bag-of-Freebies methods are applied, but here we will only discuss the most important. The
authors introduce Mosaic, a data augmentation method which is an improvement on CutMix. Mosaic
mixes 4 training images, which allows for detection outside normal context of the objects. Another
data augmentation method introduced is Self Adversarial Training (SAT). SAT works with 2 forward-
backward passes of the network. In the first backward pass the weights are not updated, but some
amount of perturbation is added to the image. In the second forward pass the perturbed image is used
to train the network. SAT allows the model to reduce overfitting and generalize better. The authors also
introduce Cross-Iteration mini Batch Normalization (CmBN), a modification on Cross-iteration Batch
Normalization (CBN). CBN is a method that uses the statistics of the last 4 batches to update the current
batch. CmBN only uses the statistics between mini-batches within a single batch.

The most important Bag-of-Specials include: Cross-Stage Partial Connection (CSP), SPP-blocks and
SAM-blocks. The authors applied CSP to overcome the problem of duplicate gradient in DenseNet. In
DenseNet each layer receives information from all preceding layers, which results in different dense layers
learning copied gradient information. CSP separates feature maps from the base layer into two parts.
One part will move through the dense block and a transition layer and the other part is combined with
the first part after it has moved through the transition layer. CSP prevents an abundance of copied
gradient information, while still allowing the network to reuse features. Spatial Pyramid Pooling (SPP)
is applied in the form of an SPP-block. In this block max pooling is used with different kernel sizes.
The feature maps from these different pooling stages are concatenated, which increases the receptive
field. The authors also apply a modified version of Spatial Attention Module (SAM), which was orignally
introduced by Woo et al. (2018). This modified SAM-block applies convolution and a sigmoid function to
determine point-wise attention. All these improvements ensure that YOLOV4 is twice as fast but with
comparable performance.
Swin Transformer: The introduction of the Shifted Window (Swin) Transformer (Z. Liu et al., 2021)
has resulted in a paradigm shift, by moving from CNNs to transformer networks in object detection.

The Swin transformer first splits up the input image in non-overlapping patches, and converts them
into embeddings. At every successive Swin Transformer block the number of patches is decreased, so
each patch contains more pixels (see Figure 2.10a). In Figure 2.10b, two successive Swin Transformer
blocks are shown, composed of window based local multi-headed self-attention (MSA) modules. A key
concept is the shift of the window partition between consecutive self-attention layers, which allows for
cross window connections.

While we are in the early stages of adopting Transformer for object detection, the results are very
promising. Swin transformer achieved state-of-art on various object detection and semantic segmentation
benchmark datasets.
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2.3. IMAGE ANONYMIZATION

2.3 Image anonymization

Redaction methods are techniques that conceal sensitive regions in an image by modifying or removing
these regions. However, concealing these regions may remove information that is needed to understand
the image. Hudson and Smith (1996) described this phenomenon as the privacy intelligibility trade-off.
We follow the taxonomy proposed by Padilla-López et al. (2015) where the authors propose five redaction
methods: image filtering, encryption, face de-identification, object removal and visual abstraction.

Image filtering: Image filtering, as the name suggests, applies a filter to an RoI to modify that
region and conceal the privacy sensitive information. The most common image anonymization method is
blurring where a Gaussian function that modifies pixels based on their neighbors is applied to (regions of
an) image. Some examples are presented in C. Zhang et al. (2006), Frome et al. (2009) and Devaux et al.
(2009). Pixelation is a method that divides an image into a grid, where each block takes the average
value of the pixels inside that block. This method is commonly used to preserve the privacy of suspects
on television, and also in the works of Boyle et al. (2000) and Kitahara et al. (2004).

Encryption: Another redaction method is to encode imagery data such that the original data be-
comes unintelligible, called encryption. This can be done by encrypting (parts) of the video bitstream
(M. Yang et al., 2004), or by scrambling which can be applied to permute the spatial, frequency, or
code-stream domain (Tang, 1997). The encrypted information can be retrieved by a key.

Face de-identification: This is a method that changes faces in such a way that human individuals
nor face recognition software are able to recognise the face. These alterations can be done by applying
aforementioned methods on parts of the face, such that the balance between intelligibility and privacy
is kept. A common method is the K-same algorithm introduced by Newton et al. (2005). The K-same
algorithm uses a distance metric to cluster similar faces, it then averages face components and applies
this to all faces in the cluster. This algorithm was later extended by Gross et al. (2006) and Gross
et al. (2009). A different approach is presented by Bitouk et al. (2008) where the authors propose a face
image library, where the target face is swapped with a similar face from the library. More recent research
involves the use of GANs for face de-identification (Kim and J. Yang, 2019; T. Li and L. Lin, 2019; Z.
Ren et al., 2018).

Object removal: The process that is concerned with the removal of people and objects from an
image is called object removal. This removal creates a gap in an image, which is filled using inpainting
techniques. Inpainting consists in reconstructing missing parts in an image through the information of
surrounding areas. Early methods applied texture synthesis (Efros and Leung, 1999) by using the texture
information from one region to fill in the missing region. Bertalmı́o et al. (2000) proposed an automatic
inpainting algorithm that propagates information from surrounding areas in the isophotes direction. Most
of the early inpainting algorithms only use color information, L. He et al. (2011) proposed a method that
takes into account both color and depth information. As in other research fields in AI, the introduction
of Deep Learning dramatically increased the inpainting performance. Deep Learning-based methods such
as GANs (Pathak et al., 2016; Iizuka et al., 2017; Demir and Unal, 2018) and Diffusion models (Saharia
et al., 2022) have replaced traditional inpainting methods.

Visual abstraction: This method substitutes objects in images by their abstracted versions. Com-
mon abstractions could be a silhouette (Tansuriyavong and Hanaki, 2001), only maintaining shape but
removing texture. A pseudogeometric model (D. Chen et al., 2007), able to preserve rich structure and
motion information in videos. And the use of 2D models as mentioned in (Sadimon et al., 2010).

2.4 Generative models

A generative model is able to generate data following a data distribution, learned through training. Ex-
amples of generative models are Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) (Kingma and Welling, 2013) that learn
to approximate the data distribution explicitly through maximum likelihood estimation, and Generative
Adversarial Network (GANs) (Goodfellow et al., 2014) that are trained implicitly. Optimization of GANs
requires finding a Nash Equilibrium which is more difficult than optimizing an objective function, used in
VAEs (Goodfellow, 2017). Despite this difficulty, we focus on GANs, as their ability to generate realistic
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Figure 2.11: Basic architecture of GAN. Image from (Cai et al., 2021).

samples is better.

2.4.1 Generative Adversarial Networks

A GAN consists of two deep networks: a discriminator, with the goal to distinguish generated (fake)
images from real images; and a generator, which aims to create images such that the discriminator
classifies these generated images as real (see Figure 2.11). The two networks play a zero-sum game, also
called minimax game. Here the discriminator learns by maximizing its correct predictions, while the
generator learns by minimizing the discriminator’s correct predictions. During training, the real images
are sampled from the training set, and the generator creates images given a random fixed-size noise vector,
drawn from a Gaussian distribution. Training is done in an alternating fashion, where one network is
fixed and the other network is updated through backpropagation on its corresponding loss. Through this
process, the generator learns to generate images that closely resemble the images from the training set.

In order to generate higher quality images, Radford et al. (2015) proposed Deep Convolutional GAN
(DCGAN). Here the authors introduce the use of CNNs in both the generator and the discriminator,
where the generator makes use of fractionally-strided convolutions, or transposed convolutions. Another
improvement is the use of batch normalization in all but the first and last layers, and the elimination of
fully connected layers.

A common problem in GANs is mode collapse. This is the problem that the generator only generates
a small subset of possible outcomes. A possible solution to this problem is the introduction of Wasserstein
loss proposed by Arjovsky et al. (2017). Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) is trained to minimize theWasserstein
distance between the real- and generated data distribution. This however can still lead to undesirable
results due to weight clipping. Therefore, Gulrajani et al. (2017) proposed gradient penalty instead of
weight clipping to improve performance.

2.4.2 Conditional Generative Adversarial Networks

Unconditional GANs generate data from the domain based on a random noise vector, this make the
generation process inherently random, and inhibits control over the output of the GAN. Therefore, Mirza
and Osindero (2014) proposed conditional GANs (cGANs) that extends the work by Goodfellow et al.
(2014) to allow conditioning on the model. Such conditioning is done by adding auxiliary information,
such as class labels. The addition of auxiliary information guides the model in terms of image generation.

The work by Isola et al. (2017) proposes conditional GAN (cGAN), which extends the work of Mirza
and Osindero (2014) by allowing to condition upon some input image, for the task of image-to-image
translation. Figure 2.12 shows the basic architecture of cGAN, where the conditional input is an image.
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Figure 2.12: Basic architecture of a cGAN. The discriminator learns to distinguish based on a
real/generated image and a conditional input. Both the generator and the discriminator observe the
conditional input.

The discriminator is provided with both the conditional input and the generated image and the goal is
to determine whether the generated image is a plausible transformation of the conditional input image.
The generator is comprised of two parts, an encoder part and a decoder part. The encoder part receives
the conditional image and compresses the image into a smaller representation, in order to abstract higher
representations of the input image. The decoder takes the embedded input image, which is upsampled
using transposed convolutions. The encoder and decoder are connected with skip connections in a “U-
net” fashion. The skip connections offer the network the option to bypass parts of the encoder or decoder,
this allows sharing of low-level information between input and output.

2.4.3 GAN for inpainting

Pathak et al. (2016) presented the first GAN-based image inpainting method. In this work the authors
propose a context encoder, which is a CNN trained to apply inpainting to a region based on its surround-
ings. The network consists of a encoder and a decoder part that work the same way as in cGAN. A joint
loss is used comprised of reconstruction and adversarial loss. For the reconstruction loss, L2 loss is used.
The adversarial loss is based on GAN, where the context encoder replaces the generator, and competes
with the discriminator to produce realistic output. The combination of L2 and adversarial loss is used
because the former captures the overall structure of the missing region, whereas the latter tries to make
the output appear more realistic. Although the network performs well when the missing region is square
and is situated in the center of the image, performance deteriorates for random shaped missing regions
or when the missing region is not in the center.

A major contribution to image inpainting by Iizuka et al. (2017) applies both a local and a global
discriminator to capture more information from an image. The whole generated image is processed by the
global discriminator, whereas the local discriminator only takes in the inpainted region. The combination
of the two discriminators results in images that are both globally and locally consistent. The authors
also propose a fully convolutional neural network with dilated convolutions. These dilated convolutions,
proposed by F. Yu and Koltun (2015), obviate the use of fully connected layers, and therefor allowing
input images of varying size. But more importantly, dilated convolutions use kernels that are spread out.
This allows the network to compute each output pixel with a larger input area, while parameters and
computation time remain the same. An overview of the architecture is shown in figure 2.13. Despite the
fact that the network performs well, even with random shaped missing areas, the network struggles with
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Figure 2.13: Overview of the architecture used by Iizuka et al. (2017). The network takes the image and
the corresponding binary mask as inputs. Regular and dilated convolutions are applied. The image is the
upsampled using transposed convolutions. The inpainted region is processed by the local and the whole
image by the global discriminator. Combination of outputs is used to determine whether image is real or
fake. Image from Iizuka et al. (2017).

Figure 2.14: Overview of PGGAN. The image is compressed using dilated residual blocks and upsampled
using interpolated convolution. The two discriminators share some convolutional layers and are the
separated. The global discriminator outputs a single value. PatchGAN outputs a 1 × 256 dimensional
vector which can be reshaped to a 16× 16 matrix. Image from Demir and Unal (2018).

complex structures in an image.

Demir and Unal (2018) propose PGGAN, a novel inpainting network which combines residual learning
(K. He et al., 2015) and PatchGAN (Isola et al., 2017). This network also utilizes two discriminators, a
global discriminator and a PatchGAN discriminator (see figure 2.14). The two discriminators have a few
shared convolutional layers and are then separated. The global discriminator looks at the whole image
and outputs a binary value that decides whether the image is real or fake. The PatchGAN discriminator
processes the image in a sliding window-fashion. The output is a matrix, where each value corresponds
to the realness of a patch. The loss of both discriminators is combined with L1 loss, which ensures better
pixel-wise reconstruction accuracy. The authors also combined dilated convolutions with residual learning
to create dilated residual blocks. The residual blocks improve the gradient flow and dilated convolutions
increase the receptive field. To overcome the checkerboard effect in the inpainted regions, the authors
apply interpolated convolutions instead of transposed convolutions. The model performs well on missing
regions in the center, but poorly on images with different colors and textures.

EdgeConnect by Nazeri et al. (2019) separates the inpainting process in two steps, where the model
first predicts the edges and uses this information to fill the missing regions. The authors also employ
partial convolutions, a technique proposed by G. Liu et al. (2018). This technique applies convolutions
using a binary mask, such that missing pixels only get updated with information from valid pixels. In
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Figure 2.15: High-level overview of EdgeConnect. Image from Nazeri et al. (2019).

figure 2.15 the architecture of EdgeConnect is shown. The binary mask, edge map and grayscale image
serve as inputs to the edge generator (G1), which in turn outputs the completed edge map. G1 is trained
using standard adversarial loss and feature matching loss. The latter is acquired using the feature maps
of the first discriminator (D1). The L1 distance is computed between the feature maps of a ground truth
and a generated image. The image generator (G2) takes in the completed edge map and the masked
RGB image and returns the inpainted image. G2 is trained using 4 different loss functions. Standard
adversarial loss, the loss of misclassifying an image. Perceptual loss, similar to feature matching loss
but using feature maps of VGG. Style loss, computed as L1 distance between the gram matrices of
the feature maps of VGG. And reconstruction loss, pixel-wise L1 distance between ground truth and
generated images. EdgeConnect performs very well even on large random shaped missing areas.

The authors of DeepFill V2 (J. Yu et al., 2019) combine multiple techniques that we described
previously with their Contextual Attention (CA) (J. Yu et al., 2018). The CA layer determines attention
scores for each pixel. These scores describe the similarity between a pixel in the missing region and pixels
that are known. The CA layer guides the inpainting process by determining what region to focus on
for each pixel. The authors propose a gated convolution mechanism to improve the partial convolution
operation. The idea here is that gated convolutions are able to learn a binary mask whereas partial
convolution apply a rule-based binary mask. The gated convolution is achieved by adding a standard
convolution layer with sigmoid activation before another standard convolution layer. Instead of a local or
global discriminator, the authors combine PatchGAN with Spectral Normalization (SN) (Miyato et al.,
2018), which they name SN-PatchGAN. Here SN is applied to all layers of the discriminators, the authors
claim that SN makes the training more stable. SN-PatchGAN makes the use of perceptual loss redundant
as patch information is already encoded in SN-PatchGAN. Based on qualitative and quantitative results
DeepFill V2 is state-of-the-art GAN-based image inpainting method.

Most of the methods discussed above guide the inpainting process through the use of some prior,
besides the input image. This has proven to be very effective and yields better results than methods that
only use images to be inpainted as input. Furthermore, most methods also adopt multiple discriminators
and generators and apply multiple loss functions. These techniques allow for more control over the model,
and can be used to guide the model to a specific output. Finally, dilated convolution, gated convolution
and contextual attention help the model to achieve better results by focusing on important parts of the
image.

2.5 Metrics

A well known metric for GAN evaluation is the Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) (Heusel et al., 2017).
This method uses the inception V3 (Szegedy et al., 2015). More specifically, the activations in the second
last layer (before the output layer) are summarized as a multivariate Gaussian. This is done for both
the real and generated set of images, between which the Fréchet distance is calculated. Another method
is peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) to determine the quality of the inpainted image. Although this is a
good measure to evaluate the quality of a generated image or inpainted, it is not a measure for the level
of anonymization.

To determine the performance of our anonymization algorithm, an appropriate metric should be
selected. Although an abundance of studies on the anonymization of images exists, little research has
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been conducted to assess the performance of these anonymization methods. A frequently used metrics in
prior research is the use of human inspection. Here humans visually inspect a subset of the anonymized
images (Uittenbogaard et al., 2019; Frome et al., 2009). Although this is an accurate metric, as humans
are well able to determine whether the image is anonymized, it is a time-consuming task as well.

Another popular metric is the use of pre-trained object detection models, to determine whether a face
or human body is present in the image. The authors of DeepPrivacy (Hukkel̊as et al., 2019) propose a
face de-identification algorithm, whose performance is evaluated using face detection. For the evaluation
the authors apply the Dual Shot Face Detector (DSFD) (J. Li et al., 2018). In their approach, DSFD is
applied to examine the detectability of the generated faces.

Z. Ren et al. (2018) have a more extensive approach for the evaluation of their algorithm. The authors
employ a combination of SSH (Najibi et al., 2017) and MTCNN (K. Zhang et al., 2016) for the detection
of faces. In addition, the authors implement SphereFace-20 (W. Liu et al., 2017) for face recognition.
This approach allows for the evaluation of an anonymized image, by determining both the presence and
the recognizability of faces in the image. Although this is a more extensive metric, as we have established
earlier, the anonymization of only the face is not sufficient to protect the privacy of human individuals
in Street View data.

A clever, but rarely used method is person re-identification (Re-ID). The task of person Re-ID is to
retrieve a person of interest across a set of images from non-overlapping cameras (Ye et al., 2020), or
from the same camera in different occasions. The Re-ID can be performed based on soft-, non- or regular
bio metrics, or a combination between those. Maximov et al. (2020) apply a person Re-ID algorithm,
as a metric to evaluate their face de-identification cGAN. If the person Re-ID algorithm is unable to re-
identify a generated image, given the corresponding real image, the anonymization algorithm is successful.
Therefore, person Re-ID can be regarded as a suitable metric to determine the level of anonymization in
an image.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

In this chapter we propose methods for the generation of realistic anonymized images, and the evaluation
techniques to determine the realism of the images generated by our model. In Section 3.1 we discuss our
anonymization method and in Section 3.2 we describe our evaluation methodology.

3.1 Image anonymization

Previously we have mentioned the privacy intelligibility trade-off where concealing or removing regions
from images can protect the privacy of persons in these images, but reduces the usefulness of the data.
Removing or filtering a bounding box that encloses a person protects the privacy of said individual,
however this also leads to a loss of information as parts of the background are also removed. Our method
consists of two phases, the person removal phase and the image inpainting phase, visualized in Figure
3.1.

3.1.1 Method overview

Person removal

Considering that our research focuses on the anonymization of street view imagery, we use the Cityscapes
dataset (Cordts et al., 2016) which contains images of people walking through various cities. In addition,
this dataset provides high quality pixel-level annotations for various classes. These are described in more
detail in Section 3.3. Our method requires the availability of this semantic information for both the person
removal phase, as well as the inpainting phase. In this first phase we replace all person annotated pixels
with a constant value. This replacement results in an incomplete image, where all person annotated
pixels are converted to black. We will refer to these black regions as masks. This method effectively

Figure 3.1: Our proposed method for image anonymization, with two stages: 1) Remove all persons from
the image. 2) Generate new pixels in the missing regions left by the person removal stage.
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3.1. IMAGE ANONYMIZATION

removes persons while it leaves their immediate surroundings intact. Therefore, person segmentation is
preferred over bounding boxes, as bounding boxes remove personal identifiers equally well, but remove
more of the background information, making it more difficult to restore the image.

Image inpainting

The person removal phase delivers an incomplete image with masks that follow the silhouette of the
removed persons. In the second phase we apply a GAN model to restore these masked regions using
the information still present in the image. We implement two models based on Isola et al. (2017)’s
pix2pix model. The first model is a single-stage model that only uses the incomplete RGB image for the
inpainting process. The second is our SemGAN, which is a two-stage model that combines the incomplete
RGB image and the semantic information to complete the image. This is novel as we introduce semantic
information as a prior. We combine the incomplete RGB image with semantic information, where the
latter is meant as guidance for the inpaiting process. This is especially helpful in street view data, as
most images contain multiple distinct objects or regions with different semantic labels.

The semantic information can constrain the generator to only generate regions that are consistent
with the semantic labels belonging to these regions.

The training process of SemGAN consists of two phases, the training phase and the fine-tuning phase.
In the training phase, the GAN models learn to generate and complete missing regions based on the
pattern of the masks in the training images. During the training phase, the model learns how to fill in
rectangular patches that are missing, while during the fine-tuning phase, the model’s ability to inpaint
is extended to more complex shapes, such as those resembling human figures. We made this distinction
because the rectangular inpainting task provides a more consistent way to evaluate the model. Each
image contains an equal number of masks that are roughly the same size, so the varying scores are not
due to differences in mask sizes but to other factors, such as the complexity of textures or the number of
semantic classes.

The fine-tuning phase is required because of the difference in shape and complexity between rectan-
gular masked images and human silhouette masked images. If the masks are rectangular, the models will
be biased towards generating and completing missing regions in that shape. Inpainting input images with
different shaped masks pose a challenge for these models, as these input images have a different under-
lying distribution than the images on which the models are trained on. As a result, the models may not
be able to effectively learn the appropriate features to inpaint the person silhouette masks, which leads
to noisy and artifact-filled results. To address this issue and allow the GANs to better learn to inpaint
human silhouettes, it is necessary to fine-tune the models on masks in the shape of human silhouettes.
This will help the models to adapt to the specific shapes and features of human shaped silhouettes and
result in improved inpainting results when presented with similar masks.

Important to note is that the training process requires ground truth images, showing what the scene
actually looks like. Therefore we adopt two masking algorithms. During the training phase we apply a
masking algorithm that creates four rectangles at random locations. The height of these rectangles is in
the range of 59 and 79 and the width ranges from 32 to 42, both height and width are uniformly sampled
from their respective interval. We have chosen to do this as it mimics the pattern of individuals being
near and far from the camera. In the fine-tuning phase we apply a masking algorithm that creates masks
that follow the shape of human silhouettes. How this algorithm works is explained in Section 3.3.

The models are trained on the rectangle mask training dataset and are fine-tuned on the person mask
training dataset. During the training procedure we employ a learning rate αof 2 × 10−4, as suggested
in Isola et al. (2017), gives us the best results. All three models are trained for 10 epochs. For the
fine-tuning procedure, α was decreased to 2 × 10−5, which is 10 times smaller than the original value.
The number of epochs was reduced to 5 for the pix2pix model and 7 for SemGAN and SemGAN-GT.
Fine-tuning our models for less than 7 epochs led to a large performance gap between our models and
pix2pix. This was reflected in more noisy inpainting results as well as worse scores across all metrics.
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3.1. IMAGE ANONYMIZATION

Figure 3.2: Isola et al., 2017’s pix2pix model illustrated for our image anonymization procedure. This
base model employs a generator and a PatchGAN discriminator, and uses the adversarial and L1 loss to
train the model.

3.1.2 Base model

Our base model is adapted from Isola et al. (2017), introduced in Section 2.4.2. This architecture is
visualized in Figure 3.2. The authors present their model as an Image-to-Image translation model,
capable of converting an image into another. Image inpainting can be regarded as such a process, where
we convert an incomplete image into a complete one by utilizing the information from the remaining
pixels. This is an iterative learning process between the generator and the discriminator. The generator
learns to fool the discriminator by generating fake images that look realistic, while the discriminator
learns to classify fake and real images correctly.

Conditional GAN Objective: The objective function of the cGAN is displayed in equation 1. This
function, also referred to as the adversarial loss, is a combined function of the discriminator D and the
generator G, where x is the conditional input (incomplete image), y is the ground truth image and z is
the random noise (through dropout in the generator during training and inference). The left term in this
equation represents the performance of the discriminator in classifying the real and fake images correctly,
whereas the right term describes the generator’s ability to generate realistic images.

LcGAN (G,D) = Ex,y[logD(x, y)] + Ex,z[log(1−D(x,G(x, z))] (1)

L1 loss: The authors also implement L1 loss and combine this with the adversarial loss. The function,
shown in equation 2, calculates the pixel-wise distance between two images, the ground truth and the
generated image. On its own, minimizing the L1 loss would result in blurry images as the function takes
the average of a group of pixels when uncertainty exist about the location of edges. Therefore the L1
loss is combined with the adversarial loss. This forces the generator to generate images that look both
realistic and also to be near the ground truth. This is particularly important for inpainting as we want
to minimize the loss of information. Although the L2 loss follows the same principle and therefore could
be substituted for L1, the latter is preferred as it encourages less blurring (Isola et al., 2017).

LL1(G) = Ex,y,z[∥y −G(x, z)∥1] (2)

Discriminator: The conventional technique to classify an image as real or fake is a global discrimi-
nator. The discriminator is a fully convolutional network, capable of learning and distinguishing between
features of real and fake images. The output is a single value, i.e. the probability that the entire input
image is real.

In pix2pix, the authors adopt a variation of this discriminator, the PatchGAN classifier. Instead of
“looking” at the entire image, it divides an image into N ×N patches and assigns a probability to each
patch, representing the expectation that a patch comes from a real (close to 1) or a fake image (close to
0). This is especially useful for inpainting as this allows the PatchGAN to assess the transition between
the generated parts and the original image, as an unrealistic boundary can be classified as fake.

In PatchGAN, each patch is independent from the other patches. This implies the independence
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3.1. IMAGE ANONYMIZATION

between pixels that are separated by more than a patch diameter. Therefore, the authors argue that
PatchGAN can be understood as a form of texture loss, forcing the generator to create coherent texture.

Generated and ground truth images serve as an input to the discriminator. We condition both the
generated and the ground truth image on the input image, i.e. the incomplete image. This is achieved by
the channel-wise concatenation of the incomplete and corresponding complete image. By conditioning on
the input image, the PatchGAN discriminator is able to use the information in the image to make more
informed decisions about whether the patches are real or fake.

Generator: The generator adopts an encoder-decoder architecture, where the encoder processes the
input image, on which we condition, and extracts high-level features from it. The decoder network then
uses these features to reconstruct the output image through the utilization of transposed convolutions. We
define the final objective in equation 3 to achieve the above mentioned goals of fooling the discriminator
and minimizing the L1 loss.

G∗ = argmin
G

max
D

LcGAN (G,D) + λLL1(G) (3)

An important technique used in the generator are skip connections, which allow information to flow
between encoder and decoder, bypassing intermediate layers. During the process of inpainting, the
incomplete input image and the generated output image often share a significant amount of information,
particularly with regard to the background. Skip connections should allow this information to flow
directly from encoder to decoder.

However, we have found better results when we use the background information from the original
image directly. Therefore, the generated output is a combination of the image generated by the generator,
Ĝ(x, z), and the original image y. Equation 4 defines the inpainted image as G(x, z). Where M is the
binary mask with ones at each location a pixel is dropped and zeros for the input pixels.

G(x, z) = M ⊙ Ĝ(x, z) + (1−M)⊙ y (4)

3.1.3 Segmentation model

In the work of Xiao et al. (2019), the authors reveal the human approach in picture restoration where a
separation between content and style is made, dividing the process in less complex subproblems. Hence,
incorporating semantic information into the image inpainting process is a logical step. A semantic seg-
mentation map contains pixel-level semantic information, including the layout, category, location, and
shape of objects in a scene, which can help to learn the texture variations across different semantic
regions.

Our segmentation-based model SemGAN is an extension of the pix2pix model described in the section
above, which only used an RGB image as the conditional input. The input to SemGAN is a combination
between the incomplete RGB image and a completed semantic segmentation map, which are concatenated
channel-wise. To acquire the complete segmentation map of the image, we adopt another pix2pix-based
GAN that is specialized in the completion of semantic segmentation maps. This results in a pipeline with
two stages, illustrated in Figure 3.3. The first stage involves the completion of the semantic segmentation
map. This completed segmentation map is then used as a prior for the SemGAN model. The segmentation
map is transformed to a one-hot encoding of the labeled data. Using one-hot encoding allows the GAN
model to better distinguish between different classes in the segmentation map, as each class is represented
by a unique binary vector. In the second stage we use this completed segmentation map to inpaint the
RGB image. The GANs are trained separately and combined after training.

LCE(l, l̂) = −
i=N∑
i=1

li · log(l̂i) (5)

The first GAN is trained using a combination of the adversarial loss (equation 1) and the cross entropy
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Figure 3.3: Our proposed pipeline to improve the inpainting process by including semantic information.
The first step involves the completion of the semantic segmentation map. In the second step the generated
semantic map is combined with the incomplete RGB image as a prior for the RGB generator.

loss as described in equation 5, where l is the truth label and l̂ is the probability for the predicted label
for class i. Equation 6 is the reformulation of the final objective for the semantics generator, where γ is
a weighting parameter, similar to λ.

G∗ = argmin
G

max
D

LcGAN (G,D) + γLCE(l, l̂) (6)

3.2 Metrics

In this Section, we examine the techniques employed to assess the level of realism of the anonymized
images generated by our method. We apply three different metrics: L1 distance, peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity index measure (SSIM). These methods are all good proxies for
realism as they are able to measure reconstruction and visual quality. This is opposed to Fréchet Inception
Distance (FID) (Heusel et al., 2017), another common metric in GAN evaluation, but not suitable for
inpainting. This metric compares global statistics of the feature representations, but does not consider
inpainting quality. In addition, FID is not sensitive to distortions, which are very common in inpainted
regions (Uittenbogaard et al., 2019).

Although we use the same metrics for the rectangle and person inpainting tasks, the implementation
is different.

3.2.1 L1 distance

The most straightforward method and often used in inpainting research is the L1 distance metric, which
can be used as a measure for image (dis)similarity. This is a suitable metric for inpainting as we want to
measure the reconstruction quality, rather than its ability to produce diverse content through inpainting.

The L1 distance is defined as the sum of the absolute differences between corresponding elements in
two images, its mathematical representation is shown in equation 7, where I1 and I2 are two different
images. The closer the value of L1 gets to zero, the more alike two images are, with larger values indicating
more dissimilarity.

As discussed in the Section above, L2 could serve as an alternative to L1. However, we prefer L1 as
this is less sensitive to outliers, which are still very common in the generated images. Although L1 lacks
the ability to measure texture, which is an important aspect when it comes to realism, it is still a good
proxy for realism.
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L1 =
∑
x,y

|I1x,y − I2x,y| (7)

3.2.2 Peak signal-to-noise ratio

Another common metric for image inpainting is the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), a full reference
metric that compares two images. In this context, the original data can be thought of as the “signal”,
and the error introduced by the inpainting process is considered the “noise”, the ratio is calculated in
decibel form. The PSNR is typically computed on a decibel scale, which is a logarithmic scale, because
the signals being compared can have a very large range of values.

PSNR is calculated using the maximum possible pixel value of the image, represented as MAX2 and
the mean squared error (MSE), the formula is shown in equation 8. The higher the PSNR value, the less
distortion there is between the signal and the noise, indicating that the inpainting process has generated
a high-quality result.

PSNR also has its limitations as shown by Z. Wang et al., 2004. The authors alter an image using
different types of distortions, where the images clearly have different visual quality, but observe identical
PSNR values for the distorted images. It may not be the best metric for realism as it only measures pixel
differences and does not consider factors such as the quality of the texture or visual artifacts. However,
since PSNR is, to some extent, able to measure the quality of an image, simple to calculate, has clear
physical meanings and is used as a benchmark in many inpainting studies, we chose to employ PSNR as
a metric.

PSNR = 10 log10

(
MAX2

MSE

)
(8)

3.2.3 Structural similarity index measure

Structural Similarity Index (Z. Wang et al., 2004) (SSIM) is a good metric for inpainting because it
measures the structural similarity and visual quality between the original image and the inpainted image,
resulting in a value between +1 and -1. A value close to +1 means a high similarity between images and
a value close to -1 indicates a large difference between images. This metric takes into account the way the
human visual system perceives images and considers factors such as luminance, contrast and structure of
the image.

SSIM is an effective metric for evaluating the realism of inpainted images because it considers both
the pixel values and the structure of the image. It evaluates the similarity between the ground truth and
inpainted image by comparing patterns of pixels in local regions. This method is grounded in the idea
that the human eye is more sensitive to variations in the structure of an image rather than the variations
in the pixel values. In addition, SSIM is relatively robust to image compression and noise, which makes
it more suitable for image inpainting applications.

3.2.4 Difference in metrics

We adopt two different methods for the calculation of PSNR and SSIM of an image, patch-wise and image-
wise comparison. For the task of rectangle inpainting we adopt the former, while we use the latter to
analyze the person inpainting results. In the patch-wise evaluation method, the two metrics are calculated
between the inpainted patches and their corresponding ground truth patches, and then averaged across all
patches of the image. The image-wise method, as the name suggests, consists of calculating the metrics
between the entire image with inpainted patches and its ground truth counterpart. The main reason
for this differentiation is that the locations of the masks are known for the task of rectangular mask
inpainting, whereas these are unknown for the person masks.
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Figure 3.4: Number of finely annotated pixels per class (y-axis) with corresponding categories(x-axis).
Figure from Cordts et al. (2016).

Since the methods have a different approach, the patch-wise scores and image-wise scores vary for the
same image. The reason for the difference in PSNR and SSIM scores for the two methods is that they are
evaluating different aspects of the inpainting performance. The image-wise method compares the entire
inpainted image with the ground truth image, while the patch-wise method only evaluates the inpainted
patches and their corresponding ground truth patches. Therefore, this method is more sensitive to errors
in the inpainted patches, as it focuses solely on these regions, while the image-wise method takes into
account the entire image, including the surrounding areas that are similar between inpainted and ground
truth image. As a result, this method can mask the errors in the inpainted patches, leading to a higher
PSNR and SSIM score compared to the patch-wise method. SSIM is especially sensitive to this issue, as
calculating the structural similarity between the entire ground truth and inpainted image result in only
very small differences in SSIM values (all values close to 1). Therefore, the image-wise comparison is not
suitable to determine the quality of the inpainted patch.

3.3 Dataset

We train, test and evaluate our model on the Cityscapes dataset (Cordts et al., 2016). It contains street
view images from 50 different cities, with high quality pixel-level annotations of 5,000 frames in addition
to a larger set of 20,000 weakly annotated frames. However, we will only use the high quality annotations
and their corresponding images. Cityscapes consists of 30 classes (see Figure 3.4), and contains a lot
more annotated pixels than other similar datasets such as the KITTI Vision Benchmark Suite(Geiger
et al., 2013).

We focus on the anonymization of images, therefore we are highly attentive about the number of
persons that occur in the dataset. In roughly 1% of the images persons appear, with a total of 24400
persons throughout the dataset. Hence, some images do not contain persons and others contain multiple.

The pre-processing procedure consists of the following steps: resizing, masking and normalizing. The
images are resized using a nearest neighbor approach that reduces the images to 256 × 512, speeding
up both the training and inference time. As we described, we employ two masking algorithms. The
first algorithm, randomly places a number of black rectangles in the image and the second creates black
random silhouettes at random locations in the image. We normalize the RGB values between -1 and +1
to stabilize and speed-up the training process.

For the task of person inpainting, we have modified the training and validation datasets to exclu-
sively include images without persons. The images in these datasets are masked with silhouettes of
persons, acquired from the Cityscapes images that do contain persons. In order to obtain masks that are
large enough, we have only selected those that contained more than 3500 ”person” labeled pixels. The
construction of the fine-tuning training dataset is essential for obtaining ground truth images that are
required for the training procedure. Likewise, the creation of the fine-tuning validation dataset is crucial
for assessing the performance of the inpainting model using these ground truth images. The fine-tuning
training dataset contains 649 images, while the validation dataset consists of 98 images.
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Chapter 4

Results & Discussion

In this chapter, we present the results of our research on using GANs for the task of inpainting people in
images. We trained three GAN models using Cityscapes, a streetview imagery dataset containing images
of people, as well as semantic segmentation maps for the corresponding images. The dataset consists of
a training (2975 images), validation (500 images) and test split (1525 images). However, we will only
evaluate our models on the validation split as the semantic information for the test subset is not public.

The three models compared are the pix2pix model, our two stage SemGAN model using the predicted
semantic map, and SemGAN-GT that uses the ground truth semantic map. The results in Table 4.1
report the average score and standard deviation over a single independent training run.

Model L1 ↓ SSIM ↑ PSNR ↑
pix2pix 4204± 1730 0.4093± 0.1355 21.23± 3.54
SemGAN* 4012± 1776 0.4549± 0.1480 21.89± 3.78
SemGAN-GT 3820 ± 1661 0.4630 ± 0.1443 22.21 ± 3.66

Table 4.1: L1, Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM) and Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR)
outcomes for the validation dataset across all models for the rectangular masked image inpainting task.
↓ lower is better. ↑ higher is better. *IoU of predicted semantics was 0.47.

4.1 Rectangular masks

In this section we evaluate and compare our models for the task of inpainting rectangular masked images.
Rectangular mask inpainting is the benchmark task, as it is relatively straightforward and allows for a
patch-wise quantitative evaluation of the models’ performance. The patch-wise method allows us to more
accurately evaluate the inpainting performance, as it only considers the inpainted patches instead of the
whole image. Therefore, the score reflects the true inpainting performance of the different models. In
addition, all images in the dataset contain the same number of masks of (roughly) the same size, making
it easier to compare inpainting results across the dataset. The assignment of masks to random locations
ensures that the models are challenged to inpaint a variety of objects and structures, allowing the models
to generalize better.

The results from Table 4.1 provide an insight in the performance. As a reference and to better
interpret the metric scores, we have included Figure 4.1. The left image depicts masked patches with
random values, created by an untrained GAN with randomly initialized weights. The right image contains
masked patches with a fixed value, resulting in black patches. Although the patches in both images appear
unrealistic, they report significantly different scores. The inpainted result leads to better L1 and PSNR
metrics, but results in a significantly worse SSIM score compared to the image on the right. These
conflicting results indicate that relying on a single metric to evaluate the realism of an image containing
patches may not be sufficient and may lead to inaccurate conclusions.
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Figure 4.1: Images and their corresponding metric scores. The left image is generated by an untrained
GAN model, whereas the right image is a standard input image to our GAN models.

4.1.1 Quantitative analysis

The scores in Table 4.1 indicate that our SemGAN-GT model has superior performance on all three met-
rics. The improved performance of both SemGAN and SemGAN-GT compared to other models suggests
that incorporating semantic information as a prior could be a valuable approach in image inpainting.
The results suggest that the inpainted patches generated by SemGAN and SemGAN-GT are more simi-
lar to the ground truth in terms of pixel intensity, as demonstrated by its higher L1 scores. The higher
SSIM scores for our semantic aware models indicate that the inpainted patches produced have a higher
level of structural similarity to the ground truth than pix2pix. An improved PSNR score for both of
our models indicates that the patches inpainted by pix2pix have higher levels of distortions and noise.
We have included the Intersection over Union (IoU) to indicate the overlap between the predicted and
ground truth labels. For SemGAN the IoU is 0.47. This indicates that the size of the intersection, which
represents the correctly predicted labels, is approximately half the size of the union, which represents the
total occurrence of classes in both the prediction and ground truth.

Model Difficulty L1 ↓ SSIM ↑ PSNR ↑
pix2pix 731 ± 678 0.5694 ± 0.2433 24.89 ± 6.26
SemGAN 734 ± 695 0.5855 ± 0.2500 24.90 ± 6.32
SemGAN-GT

Easy
725 ± 608 0.5815 ± 0.2494 24.86 ± 5.98

pix2pix 938 ± 800 0.4900 ± 0.2466 22.77 ± 6.27
SemGAN 935 ± 803 0.5085 ± 0.2537 22.95 ± 6.35
SemGAN-GT

Moderate
905 ± 737 0.5100 ± 0.2541 23.23 ± 6.15

pix2pix 1459 ± 860 0.2995 ± 0.1969 18.16 ± 4.90
SemGAN 1375 ± 816 0.3236 ± 0.2050 18.64 ± 4.94
SemGAN-GT

Hard
1232 ± 677 0.3611 ± 0.1967 19.53 ± 4.53

Table 4.2: Comparing model performance based on difficulty level of masked patch on the validation set.
The dataset consisted of 736 easy, 332 moderate, and 932 hard patches.

Different textures in an image make the inpainting task increasingly difficult. Table 4.2 presents
the results obtained for varying levels of difficulty, separating the masked patches into three categories:
easy, moderate, and hard. The difficulty level of the masked patches in the dataset is defined based
on the number of semantic labels they overlap. Easy masked patches overlap one or two semantic
labels, moderate masked patches overlap three semantic labels, and hard masked patches overlap four
or more semantic labels. The results follow the pattern from Table 4.1, as SemGAN-GT has the overall
best performance. The categorization of the masked patches into different difficulty levels demonstrates
the trend that an increase in the number of semantic labels, and thus in diverse textures in a patch,
leads to a more challenging inpainting task. Additionally, we see the difference between the models
using semantic information and pix2pix increase as the difficulty increases. This indicates that semantic
information becomes more important as the number of object classes (and the the amount of different
structures/textures) in the masked patches increases.

The complexity of the inpainting task is not solely determined by the number of semantic classes
present in a masked patch, but also by the diversity of structures, texture and colors within the object
classes. In particular, object classes like cars or buildings, which exhibit a wide range of colors and
structures, present a greater challenge for inpainting as opposed to simpler object classes such as sidewalks
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Figure 4.2: This figure shows the average L1 score for the inpainted patches, per label. The labels and
their corresponding objects can be found in Table 4.3. A lower score indicates better performance.

or roads with fewer variations in color and structure. Figure 4.1 shows a bar plot of the average pixel-wise
L1 score per label. For this graph we have only selected the classes that occur in the confusion matrix in
Figure 4.7. See Table 4.3 for the labels and their corresponding objects.

The first thing than stands out in the graph is the poor performance of pix2pix in the inpainting of
rail tracks (10) and sky (23), as demonstrated by its significantly higher L1 score. More specifically, when
it comes to rail tracks, pix2pix shows an L1 score that is twice as high as that of SemGAN and SemGAN-
GT, whereas its L1 score for sky is twice that of SemGAN-GT. The masking of these object classes in the
training dataset is scarce. The dataset contains a limited amount of rail tracks and a low frequency of
masked sky patches compared to other object classes. While the sky is not scarce in the dataset, masked
sky is scarce due to the masking algorithm’s constraints. This scarcity could make it difficult for the
pix2pix model to inpaint these object classes. SemGAN and SemGAN-GT achieve improved performance
on object classes through the use of semantic information, enabling effective inpainting of less prevalent
object classes. This could be attributed to the models’ ability to learn the relationship between labels
and the visual attributes of object classes, leading to effective identification and reconstruction.

Another pattern we find in this graph is the superiority of the models that use semantic information
over pix2pix, where SemGAN-GT is best among the two. This shows that semantic information not only
improves inpainting performance in mixed scenes with multiple different object classes, but also in the
inpainting of homogeneous scenes, where there is only one object class present in the patch.
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Figure 4.3: Ground truth images (b), compared with inpainted images that are generated by: pix2pix
(b), Semgan (c), and SemGAN-GT (d) using the input images (a).

4.1.2 Qualitative analysis

The following section aims to visually compare and qualitatively evaluate the realism of the validation
set images that are inpainted by our three models. Figure 4.3 displays the inpainting results, with the
original images presented in the first column and the images inpainted by each of the models in the
subsequent three columns. The input image in the top row contains a patch that partly masks the car.
We see c and d struggle to effectively recreate the car. Pix2pix generates significant noise and visual
artifacts, while SemGAN shows only a slight improvement, as the inpainted patch still contain noticeable
noise. On the other hand, SemGAN-GT demonstrates its successful performance in reconstructing both
the car and the road, along with inpainting the background traffic, as opposed to the other evaluated
models. When inspecting the results in the second row we see that the models are able to inpaint the grey
asphalt, but all struggle to complete the white line. Image b in the third row shows a row of poles, where
one of the poles is masked by a patch. Pix2pix and SemGAN are both able to inpaint the road, sidewalk
and part of the wall. This displays a common problem, where the GAN models are not able to recognize
and reconstruct these patterns. SemGAN-GT is able to also reconstruct the pole, as this information
is included in the ground truth semantic segmentation map. The fourth row again demonstrates the
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superior performance of SemGAN-GT. Pix2pix and SemGAN are able to model the grey asphalt, but
lack the ability to complete the white lines. Both models are unable to effectively inpaint the masked
part of the scooter, as both reconstructions contain a lot of noise which makes it challenging to recognize
the object. SemGAN-GT is able to clearly model the borders between the semantic classes, as grass,
road and scooter are clearly separated. The same holds for the bottom row where SemGAN-GT is able
to distinguish between sky and tree while the other models fail to correctly inpaint the patches.

There are several common challenges to image inpainting, as well as some challenges unique to each
model. The most apparent problem, the impact of misclassifications in the semantic map on the inpainted
image will be discussed in Section 4.2. One of the common difficulties we frequently observe is the edge
problem, where the model is not able to complete the lines or edges masked by a patch, this is depicted
in Figure 4.4. The top row shows the inability of all three models to complete the pavement markings,
despite partial information about the markings still being present in the masked image. In the second row
it seems that the models attempt to complete the center marking as the inpainted patches contain colors
that closely resemble the colors of the center marking. However, it is more plausible that the models
employ information from the sunny pavement to fill in the patch, as they conform to the distribution of
both shaded and sunny regions. This suggests that the models utilize data from both areas to inpaint
the patch, and again fail to complete the pavement markings. The bottom two rows depict the inpainted
images that display edges for curbs and poles, which are present in the semantic information (as opposed
to pavement markings). Both pix2pix and SemGAN fail to complete these structures, whereas SemGAN-
GT demonstrates significantly better performance in completing the interrupted edges. These findings
suggest that edge information present in semantic segmentation maps has a significant impact on image
inpainting. The results also demonstrate that errors in the inpainted semantic segmentation map can
propagate to the subsequent image inpainting task, leading to further errors in the final output. The edge
problem is not limited to just these objects. It is also observed in trees, lampposts, and other elongated,
thin objects.

Figure 4.4: Ground truth images (b), compared with inpainted images. This figure visualizes the edge
problem. The upper two patches show incomplete pavement markings, while the bottom two patches
depict the inability of the models to complete curbs or poles.
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The second challenge we observe is that in some occasions the inpainted patches do not match the color
distribution of the input image. This is a common problem called “color bleeding” (T. Wang et al., 2021).
Two of these cases are depicted in Figure 4.5. In the top row pix2pix fails to match the color distribution
of the image, where the inpainted patch contains much more blue than its surrounding area. The other
models also fail to match the color distribution, as the overall patch contains a shade of brown. This same
problem holds for the bottom row, where all patches contain similar mismatches in color distribution.
Considering that all of the models used in the experiment encounter the same problem while working
with the same set of images, it leads us to believe that the issue lies in the Cityscapes dataset. The
dataset is composed of images captured throughout the year, which may result in variations in lighting
conditions across the different dataset splits. Therefore, it can be suggested that these variations might
be causing the problem in the models’ performance.

Figure 4.5: Ground truth images (a), compared with inpainted images. This figure visualizes the color
bleeding problem.

Generally, models have a hard time inpainting objects with complex structures. This is another
challenge that all models struggle with. We have visualized some examples of complex structures and
how the different models deal with these in Figure 4.6. In the top row, an image of a street with a tile
pattern is depicted, with thin edges dividing the tiles. Matching the pattern of the tiles proves to be a
challenging task as all of the models fail to match the pattern of the tiles. Instead the models generate
blurry patches that only match the color distribution of the street, lacking the necessary structure. The
second row shows a building which has a complex structure, as it features multiple windows, some of
which are partially closed. Although a large part of the building is masked, there is still a lot of visual
information about the structure of the building. Pix2pix completely fails to model the complex structure.
The inpainted patch contains mostly noise and visual artifacts, resulting in an unrealistic appearance.
SemGAN and SemGAN-GT also produce noise and some visual artifacts, but better match the color
distribution. The third row displays a store that is masked for the most part, hence there is not much
visual information about the contents of the store. Again, Pix2pix generates a lot of noise and visual
artifacts. SemGAN and SemGAN-GT generate considerably less noise, but at the cost of generating a
blurry patch that matches the color of the concrete structure of the building. Both models still produce
visual artifacts. The bottom row’s image (a) presents a partially masked bicycle, where the front wheel
is entirely covered, and the back wheel is partially masked. Both pix2pix and SemGAN fail to model
the wheels of the bicycle and instead generate sections of the road. However, SemGAN-GT succeeds in
modelling the bicycle as it utilizes the ground truth segmentation map, which includes the structure of
the bike.
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Figure 4.6: Ground truth images (b), compared with inpainted images. This figure visualizes the problem
with complex structures.
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Label Object Label Object Label Object

6 Ground 15 Bridge 25 Rider
7 Road 16 Tunnel 26 Car
8 Sidewalk 17 Pole 27 Truck
9 Parking 19 Traffic light 28 Bus
10 Rail track 20 Traffic sign 31 Train
11 Building 21 Vegetation 32 Motorcycle
12 Wall 22 Terrain 33 Bicycle
13 Fence 23 Sky
14 Guard rail 24 Person

Table 4.3: Labels and their corresponding objects as specified by Cityscapes (Cordts et al., 2016). We
have only included the labels that are present in the confusion matrix.

4.2 Semantic information

The focus of this section is to analyze the outcomes of the semantic inpainting model, which will be
assessed through the utilization of a confusion matrix. Additionally we will analyse the impact of mis-
classifications in the semantic map on the inpainting result of an image.

4.2.1 Semantic inpainting

In this section we will discuss the results of the semantic inpainting model, the model that outputs the
inpainted semantic map used as a prior for SemGAN.

The IoU score of the semantic inpainting model is 0.47 for the validation set. Figure 4.7 shows
the confusion matrix, where the colors represent the number of times that the ground truth and the
predicted labels overlap. We have chosen a logarithmic scale as this makes the confusion matrix easier to
interpret. The diagonal line in the confusion matrix represents the instances where the model predicted
the correct semantic label. The values along this line indicate the number of correct predictions made by
the model for each class. The higher the value along this diagonal line, the better the model performed
in predicting that class. The values off the diagonal line represent the instances where the model made
incorrect predictions. These values indicate the number of instances where the model predicted a different
semantic label than the ground truth. If a class has a high number of incorrect predictions, it indicates
that the model struggles with predicting that class. The low IoU score and the absence of a clear diagonal
pattern in the confusion matrix indicates that the semantic inpainting model is ineffective at inpainting
the masked semantic segmentation map. The unaltered confusion matrix without logarithmic scale can
be found in Appendix A.

When we closer examine the confusion matrix we notice some remarkable patterns. The first thing
we notice is that the model entirely excludes some labels from its predictions. The excluded labels
can be recognized by an empty vertical column, these labels are ground, rail track, bridge, traffic light,
traffic sign, rider, truck, bus, train and motorcycle (see Table 4.3 for the corresponding labels). This is
unexpected given that these labels do occur in the dataset, as we can see from the corresponding rows.
The ground an rail track are mostly confused with the road and sidewalk labels, where ground is specified
as all other forms of horizontal terrain that do not match any of the other labels. The proximity of ground
and rail track to the road or sidewalk labels in the training data appears to be a primary contributing
factor to the confusion between these classes. In addition, rail track and ground are both horizontal
ground-level structures, which might also contribute to the confusion with roads and sidewalks.

The labels for truck, bus, train, and motorcycle are frequently misclassified as belonging to the car
class, which is one of the most common categories in the dataset. This is likely due to the fact that these
classes all represent vehicles and therefore share features with respect to their shape and position within
the images. In addition, these vehicles co-occur with the label road most of the time.
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Figure 4.7: Confusion matrix of the semantic inpainting model calculated for the validation data. The
y-axis represents the ground truth labels, while the x-axis represents the predicted labels. Labeled pixels
that co-occur less than 100 times are set to 0. All rows and corresponding columns that contained only
zeros are removed.

Traffic lights and signs are mostly confused with building and vegetation. For the evaluation of
the issue concerning these objects, it is important to note that, the labeling policy distinguishes the pole
attached to either of these objects as a separate class. Hence, the edge problem does not contribute to the
misclassification of these objects. Both signs and lights are salient objects and tend to have a background
that predominantly belongs to either of the two classes with which they are frequently confused.

Another noteworthy aspect is that the majority of predicted labels are either road, sidewalk, building,
vegetation, and car. These classes are also most common in the Cityscapes dataset. Therefore, it seems
that the model minimizes its risk of errors by consistently predicting the labels that occur most often.

4.2.2 Impact of semantic misclassifications

Previously, we have mentioned the issue that errors in the inpainted semantic segmentation map may
have a cascading effect on the inpainting of the corresponding image. Both SemGAN and SemGAN-GT
rely on semantic information to guide the inpainting process. The former utilizes inpainted semantic
segmentation maps, while the latter uses ground truth semantic information as a prior. When the
inpainted semantic maps contain errors or inaccuracies, those errors are propagated to the inpainted
images. If the semantic segmentation map is incorrect or incomplete, SemGAN may generate incorrect
regions in the inpainted image. This occurs because the model tries to fit the masked patches to the
erroneous semantic segmentation map, leading to errors or artifacts in the inpainted patches. We have
visualized some of these erroneous semantic maps and their corresponding inpainted image in Figure 4.8.

In the upper row we see that the semantic inpainting model uses incorrect classes to inpaint the
masked patch. The patch mainly consists of the classes: Road (light purple), sidewalk (pink), car (blue)
and vegetation (green), while the correct classes are: Ground (purple) and building (grey). Although
the patch in (f) lacks the visual features of any of the misclassified classes, it does contain significant
noise. SemGAN fails to effectively inpaint the door and wall. Conversely, (g) achieves better results
in replicating the missing information. In the second row both SemGAN and SemGAN-GT succeed
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in inpainting the road effectively. SemGAN-GT also succeeds in completing the missing and bicycle.
However, due to the presence of errors in the predicted semantic segmentation map (b), SemGAN (f)
displays visual artifacts at the locations where these errors occur in the semantic information. The third
row demonstrates that when the ground truth semantic segmentation map is used, the objects in the
image are clearly defined, resulting in realistic image inpainting in (g). Both the road and bike are
accurately completed. The predicted semantic information (b) is imperfect as parts of the bicycle and
road are classified as “car”. It might be expected that misclassification would cause a significant portion
of the car to be generated in (f). However, once again, misclassifications mostly lead to noise and visual
artifacts in the images inpainted by SemGAN. This can also be seen in the bottom row, where most of
the patch is misclassified as “car”. As a result, the inpainted patch becomes noisy, whereas SemGAN-GT
successfully restores the patch, even managing to reconstruct the human silhouette in (g).

Figure 4.8: The inpainted semantic segmentation map (b) inpainted by our semantic inpainting model,
where (a) is the input and (c) is the ground truth map. The impact of errors in (b) are visualized in the
patches inpainted by SemGAN (f), where (b) and (d) are the combined input to this model. The ground
truth (e) and the patches inpainted by SemGAN-GT (g) are included for comparison purposes.
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4.3 Person inpainting

In this section we will evaluate the results of our experiments on person inpainting, and compare these
results across models.

4.3.1 Fine-tuning

Fine-tuning for the task of person inpainting is required as there is a difference in underlying distribution
between the rectangular masked dataset and the person masked dataset. Therefore, untuned models,
i.e. models that are only trained on the rectangle inpainting task, are not able to effectively inpaint
person shaped masks. Figure 4.9 shows a selection of inpainting results on the person mask validation
set. The results are generated by the different untuned models. The input image in the upper row
contains a smaller person mask where there are people present in the background. The inpainted patches
created by pix2pix are most salient, for all rows, as they exhibit colors that significantly deviate from
their surrounding background. This problem is less noticeable in the images inpainted by SemGAN and
SemGAN-GT. Image c in the top row reports a worse PSNR and L1 score, while it also presents a better
SSIM score than d. The same holds for the middle and bottom row. These conflicting scores are a
recurring phenomenon in our inpainting tasks, and show the necessity of combining multiple metrics.

While these models are capable of inpainting masked images to a certain degree, the inpainted regions
often contain considerable noise and artifacts, even when dealing with images that have smaller masks.
The results from Table 4.4 confirm that the issue is not specific to the selected images, but to all images
in the validation set. The results reflect that the untuned models perform worse than their fine-tuned
counterparts, especially for L1 and PSNR. SSIM shows only small differences in performance, however,
as explained in 3.2.4 this is due to the image-wise comparison.

Model L1 ↓ SSIM ↑ PSNR ↑

Untuned
pix2pix 4302 ± 3979 0.9591 ± 0.0315 30.68 ± 4.23
SemGAN* 3777 ± 3298 0.9613 ± 0.0288 31.41 ± 4.04
SemGAN-GT 3532 ± 3055 0.9631 ± 0.0267 31.86 ± 3.84

Fine-tuned
pix2pix 3255 ± 2563 0.9652 ± 0.0227 32.27 ± 4.10
SemGAN* 3174 ± 2617 0.9657 ± 0.0253 32.74 ± 4.13
SemGAN-GT 2887 ± 2601 0.9682 ± 0.0239 33.42 ± 4.34

Table 4.4: L1, SSIM and PSNR outcomes for the fine-tune validation dataset across all models for
the person inpainting tasks for the untuned and fine-tuned models. This validation dataset contains
98 images. The metrics are averages from five independent training runs. *The IoU for the untuned
SemGAN model is 0.49. The IoU for the fine-tuned SemGAN model is 0.27.

Figure 4.9: The performance of our untuned models trained on the task of inpainting rectangular masks
was evaluated using input images from the validation training dataset. The L1, PSNR, and SSIM scores,
are reported above the corresponding inpainted images.
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The results of the models fine-tuned on the person masked dataset are displayed in Figure 4.10.
When we visually compare these to the result in Figure 4.9, we see that the inpainted patches are much
smoother and more closely resemble the colors and texture of their surroundings. Although the inpainted
patches are still vaguely visible, this displays the effectiveness of the fine-tuning procedure. Especially
for the images located in the top row, where some effort is required to locate the inpainted patches.
Upon making a comparison between the inpainted patches by the fine-tuned models, based on their
metrics, we see that each row has a different best performing model. In the top row pix2pix excels,
in the middle row SemGAN-GT is best and SemGAN performs best in the bottom row. Although the
metrics suggest that different models perform best on various evaluation criteria, a visual inspection of
the results reveals that SemGAN-GT produces the most visually appealing output. This is evident by
the smoothness of the inpainted patches, as well as the absence of significant visual artifacts or color
distortions. This is as opposed to SemGAN, which generates patches that contain a lot more visual
artifacts and color distortions. The patches inpainted by the pix2pix model present less color distortions
but exhibit noticeable block artifacts.

Despite being fine-tuned, the models encounter the same challenges as their untuned counterparts for
the rectangle inpainting task. The edge problem still persists, which becomes apparent when we look at
the bottom row. None of the three models are able to successfully complete the tram tracks or the white
pavement markings situated on the left side of the tram tracks. Another common problem that remains
unsolved is the visibility of inpainted patches due to color bleeding. This is especially noticeable in image
d in the middle row, where all patches contain shades of orange, that not follow the color distribution of
the image.

Figure 4.10: Person inpainting results from the different models that are trained on the rectangle in-
painting task and fine-tuned on the person mask training dataset. Input images are from the validation
dataset. The L1, PSNR, and SSIM scores, are reported above the corresponding inpainted images.

4.3.2 Person anonymization

This section will present the results of the full person anonymization process. However, instead of
evaluating the degree of realism of the inpainted patches, we will qualitatively assess the level of anonymity
of the inpainted images. The validation dataset consists of 402 images, where each image contains at least
one person. The inpainted images in this section are generated by pix2pix and SemGAN. SemGAN-GT
cannot be used for this task, as the ground truth semantic segmentation maps used by SemGAN-GT
contain labeled persons, which is information that must be removed for the anonymization task.

The results of the anonymization process are shown in Figure 4.11. The ground truth images are the
input for the person removal, which is done using the ground truth semantic segmentation maps. The
pixels labeled are replaced with constant values, resulting in the input images in column a. Pix2pix takes
a as input, while SemGAN also uses c, the inpainted semantic segmentation map, as a prior. In both
column d and e parts of silhouettes are still visible. This is most apparent in the second and fifth row, and
is mainly caused by color bleeding. In the fifth row this happens because most of the silhouettes have the
same color as the pavement, both models are unable to match the color distribution of the building. The
silhouettes in the second row are blurry and mostly match the color distribution of the road. However,
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Figure 4.11: Anonymization results on the Cityscapes validation dataset.

silhouettes that are positioned in front of building are therefore easily visible as they differ in color.

Despite some silhouettes being partly visible due to issues such as color bleeding, noise, or visual
artifacts, it appears highly unlikely that the identity of the persons in the image can be retrieved, even
using the geo-location and the silhouette of the person. This is mainly because of the absence of visual
personal identifiers, biometric and soft biometric identifiers are removed as they belong to the physical
features of a person. Additionally, non-biometric identifiers are excluded due to the labeling policy of
Cityscapes, which assigns these identifiers to the person category.
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4.4 Data reduction

In this section we examine how reducing the amount of training data affects the performance of the
pix2pix model. A common method to improve performance of a deep learning model is to increase the
number of training samples. Since we already use the entire finely annotated training dataset, this is
not an option. However, we can hypothesize about the effect of adding training samples by evaluating a
model’s performance as we train it on increasingly larger proportions of the available training dataset.

Figure 4.12: Pix2pix performance on the data reduction experiment.

The displayed results in Figure 4.12 exhibit the outcome of a data reduction experiment where we
evaluate the pix2pix model after training it on various proportions of the training dataset for 30.000 steps.
The model’s performance was assessed through 5 independent training sessions for each proportion, and
the outcome is presented as the average and standard deviation of these independent training runs. The
results are rather unexpected, as more data usually leads to better performance.

When we focus on the performance of the model on the training dataset, we observe an increase in L1
and a decrease in SSIM and PSNR which means that the performance deteriorates with an increase in the
proportion of the training dataset. Additionally, we notice an increase in variability. The high training
scores, in combination with low variability and a significant gap between the model’s performance on
the training and validation datasets, clearly indicate overfitting. The signs of overfitting become less
pronounced as we use larger proportions to train on.

The unexpected happens in the performance on the validation dataset. Our hypothesis was that the
performance on the validation dataset would also improve as we increased the amount of samples in the
training dataset. However, there seems no clear pattern that indicates the improvement in performance
for all three metrics. To elaborate on this, a minor reduction in performance is observed for all three
metrics between 0.2 and 0.6. While the model attains its peak L1 and PSNR scores at 0.2, the highest
SSIM score is attained at 0.7. A slight performance reduction is observed again from 0.7 to 0.9, followed
by an increase at 1.0. In all three charts, the training and validation data exhibit a similar trend beyond
0.6, indicating that the training scores may be merely an offset of the validation scores. Although all
three metrics measure different aspects of an image, we see that they mostly follow the same pattern.

There are some fluctuations in scores, indicating that the performance of the model may not be entirely
stable for these proportions of the training dataset. In addition, we notice the relatively large standard
deviations for the various metrics, which suggest that the model’s performance may be highly inconsistent
for various proportions of training data. The instability of the process might be a contribution to the
unexpected results or our experiment, this will be part of our discussion.

Visual inspection allows us to qualitatively evaluate the images generated by pix2pix, trained on
different proportions of the training dataset. Figure 4.13 shows how the different models inpaint the
incomplete input image. Specifically, the input image consists of four different masked patches: the first
mask obscures a portion of the car and the road, the second mask covers mostly vegetation, the third
mask covers the road and a tram rail, and the fourth masks a traffic light and a section of a building.

The first mask shows that all models can generate somewhat realistic patches, but there are still some
noticeable visual artifacts and noise present, especially in the 0.1 and 0.2 proportions of training data.
We also see color bleeding in 0.3 and 0.9. At first glance, it is difficult to distinguish the inpainted patch
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Figure 4.13: Input image, ground truth and images generated by pix2pix after training on different
proportions of the training dataset.

for the second mask as the generated patches appear to be quite realistic. The third and fourth inpainted
patches exhibit varying degrees of visual imperfections such as noise, artifacts, and color bleeding, which
are more prominent in certain proportions than others. As a result, the generated patches may be easier
or more difficult to spot.

As with the quantitative results of our experiment, it is difficult to observe a clear pattern in the
inpainted results. Overall, it seems that the inpainted patches become more difficult to spot for higher
proportions, but they still exhibit visual artifacts and color bleeding.
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4.5 Discussion

In this section, we provide a concise overview of the outcomes of our research and emphasize the key
findings, limitations, and potential directions for future work. We discuss our proposed method for
inpainting along with the outcomes of their respective studies. In addition we present our key findings of
our studies. We also describe the limitations of our research. We conclude this chapter with the broader
implications of our work and future research directions.

We proposed two conditional Generative Adversarial Network (cGAN) models as an alternative to
existing anonymization techniques outlined in Section 2.3. Our objective was to achieve a higher level
of anonymity, and to this end, we developed two models based on Isola et al. (2017)’s image translation
cGAN (pix2pix). SemGAN employs inpainted semantic segmentation maps, produced by our semantic
inpainting model, as a prior, whereas SemGAN-GT uses ground truth semantic segmentation maps. The
quantitative results for the models are summarized in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.

The results indicate that the incorporation of semantic segmentation maps positively influences the
quality of the inpainted patches, in terms of realism, according to the L1, peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) and structural similarity index measure (SSIM) metrics, as well as visual inspection. SemGAN-
GT outperforms SemGAN, as the error in the imperfect semantic segmentation maps propagates through
to the inpainted RGB image. A major cause of errors in the semantic inpainting model comes from the
fact that the model tends to predict the most common labels consistently. This strategy seems to minimize
the risk of errors, but it can result in inaccuracies, especially in regions with mixed scenes or rare object
labels. The anonymization demands some fine-tuning as the complex shape of human silhouettes results
in a difference in underlying distribution between the rectangular masked dataset and the person masked
dataset. After fine-tuning we see an increase in both qualitative and quantitative results. A common
method to further improve the performance of the model would be to increase the number of samples
in the training dataset. However, this is not necessarily the case, as indicated by our data reduction
experiment. We did not observe any significant improvement in any of the three metrics as we increased
the proportion of samples used to train the model.

The results for the rectangle inpainting task indicate that our SemGAN and SemGAN-GT outper-
form the pix2pix model significantly in terms of realism, according to the L1, PSNR and SSIM. This
improvement is mainly attributed to the addition of semantic segmentation maps as a prior, to guide the
inpainting process. In our qualitative analysis we have visualized the inpainting results of the models,
in which the superiority of semantic aware inpainting models is demonstrated. Although the patches
inpainted by SemGAN occasionally contain an increased level of noise or visual artifacts, likely caused
by errors in the inpainted semantic map, the results are visually more appealing than the patches in-
painted by pix2pix. The impact of the inclusion of semantic information is most clearly demonstrated
by SemGAN-GT, which generates inpainted patches that are qualitatively superior to inpainting results
of the other models. The model displays increased performance in inpainting objects that are partly
masked, based on visual inspection. Especially in mixed scene inpainting where a masked patch con-
tains various object classes. Notably, SemGAN-GT demonstrates its ability to generate patches where
the different object classes are clearly distinguishable from one another by precisely defining the bor-
ders between these objects. The quantitative results in Table 4.2 also demonstrate the superiority of
SemGAN-GT in mixed scene inpainting. Here we made the assumption that the difficulty of inpainting
a certain patch can be based on the number of semantic classes inside that patch. Based on the decrease
in performance as the difficulty increases, we could argue that the number of semantic classes in a patch
is indeed a good proxy for difficulty. Generally, objects from different semantic classes have different tex-
ture. However, some semantic classes have a great variety in textures for their objects, such as buildings
and vegetation. Although this is a good proxy for difficulty, as we see the performance decrease as the
difficulty increases, difficulty is also determined by the different structures inside a patch. Furthermore,
SemGAN-GT demonstrates a greater resistance to the edge problem compared to other models, as it has
the ability to complete edges when they are present in the semantic segmentation map, leading to more
accurate and consistent inpainting results. To conclude, visual inspection and the quantitative results in
Figure 4.2 indicates that semantic information also increases the ability to inpaint homogeneous scenes,
where there is only one object class present in the patch.

The performance gap between SemGAN and SemGAN-GT can be attributed to the use of imperfect
semantic segmentation maps as input to the former model, while the latter uses perfect ground truth
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information. The semantic inpainting model performs poor, indicated by an IoU of 0.47 on the validation
dataset and the lack of a clear diagonal pattern in the confusion matrix. The model models predicts
the majority of the labels as either road, sidewalk, building, vegetation, and car, which are the most
common classes in Cityscapes. A possible solution could be the substitution of the current loss function,
categorical cross-entropy, with another function such as weighted cross-entropy loss or Dice loss (Sudre
et al., 2017). The former allows the assignment of weights to each class based on its frequency in the
training dataset. So, rare classes have a higher weight and more common classes have a lower weight.
The Dice loss measures the overlap between the inpainted and ground truth segmentation maps, instead
of the dissimilarity like categorical cross-entropy does. The Dice loss is effective in its ability to handle
unbalanced datasets by imposing a higher penalty on the GAN for making mispredictions on the minority
classes. The limitations of including semantic information as a prior are mainly attributed to errors in
the corresponding map, which is demonstrated in Section 4.2.2, where we visualize and discuss how
errors in the semantic information can propagate to the inpainted image. An incorrectly predicted map
mainly leads to noise and visual artifacts in the inpainted image. One might expect that the model
would inpaint textures solely based on the semantic information. As an example, if a semantic map
incorrectly classifies a wall as vegetation, it could result in leaves appearing in the inpainted image
patch. However, this is not observed in the results, as the model primarily relies on information from the
input image. Semantic information is mainly employed to guide the inpainting process and determine
the location where textures from the surrounding image should be incorporated into the patch. The
poor performance of the semantic inpainting model propagates to SemGAN, as it performs worse than
SemGAN-GT. The model’s inadequate performance on the validation dataset with an IoU of 0.47 is the
main reason for the discrepancy between the two semantic models. However, another cause for the poor
performance of the semantic inpainting model could be attributed to the simplicity of its architecture,
particularly with regards to the generator. This also concerns both SemGAN and SemGAN-GT and will
therefore be further discussed below.

Above we have answered our first research sub-question: “How does the inclusion of semantic seg-
mentation data influence the quality of the generated images?”. To summarize, semantic segmentation
maps guide the inpainting process by offering additional information about objects, their boundaries and
structure of the image. As evidenced by the metrics and visual evaluation, incorporating this information
as a prior leads to higher quality inpainted patches than would be possible without it. Despite the fact
that imperfect semantic information can introduce noise and visual artifacts, even with such imperfec-
tions, the results obtained are superior to those obtained with pix2pix, as indicated by the metrics. These
results build on existing evidence of the positive effect of adding priors to GANs, as demonstrated by
Nazeri et al. (2019). In their work, they utilize edge information as a prior to enhance the quality of
inpainting results.

To answer our second research sub-question: “How does the reduction of training data influence
the performance of the model?” we have conducted an experiment to evaluate how the reduction of
data impacted the performance of pix2pix. A common and straightforward method in deep learning
to increase the accuracy of the model is to increase the number of training samples. A larger dataset
allows the model to learn from a more diverse distribution and therefore generalize better to unseen
data. Gradually increasing the number of training samples is anticipated to improve performance, but
there may be diminishing returns as the dataset becomes larger. Eventually we would reach a saturation
point beyond which further additions to the dataset will not enhance the accuracy anymore. However,
since GANs are notoriously challenging to train, this approach may not be as effective. We evaluated
the performance of our GAN as we increased the proportion of the training dataset. This ranges from
a proportion of 0.1 to 1.0 which is the entire Cityscapes training dataset with 2975 samples. Contrary
to the hypothesized association, the performance on the validation set does not show any clear signs of
improvement across all three metrics.

The unexpected results could be explained by some of the limitations in the experiment, such as the
stochastic nature of the process, difficulties of GAN training and the limitations of the metrics themselves.
The stochastic nature could make some subsets better to train a model on than other subsets. This could
be a result of the randomness in the mask location and size. Larger masks on locations which have a lot
of different textures and colours are more difficult to inpaint than smaller masks with simple textures
and fewer different colours. Since the masks vary for each image in both the training and the validation
set, it could be possible that in some of the subsets the masks are easier to predict. This could be evident
by the large variability in all metrics, meaning that there is a large difference in difficulty between
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images. The difficulties of training GANs could also be a limiting factor in this experiment. Balancing
the generator and discriminator is a difficult process. Since we train the generator and discriminator
simultaneously, changes to one model also affect the other model. A common problem is a diminishing
gradient which is caused by a successful discriminator. The successful discriminator classifies each image
correctly which leads to a vanishing gradient for the generator, inhibiting the generator to learn. The
metrics themselves also are a possible limitation. Although these are the most common metrics used
in literature to analyse GAN performance, there also is a disagreement about the most suitable. The
L1 metric calculates the pixel-wise distances between the inpainted pixels and the ground truth pixels.
Hence, L1 mainly measures colour differences between inpainted and ground truth regions. However, in
order to be perceptually similar, we should care more about structure similarity. That is, the inpainted
region should look realistic. PSNR describes the ratio between the maximum value of a pixel and the
noise (MSE) affecting the pixel. So both L1 and PSNR measure the noise in an image. The final metric
we use is SSIM, which as the name suggests is a better metric for analysing the structural similarity.
SSIM adopts the Human Visual System (HVS) that takes into consideration the luminance, contrast and
structure in an image. In contrast to L1 and PSNR, which sum the error, SSIM uses a combination
of different comparison functions to form the similarity measure. Although these metric have a varying
approach in measuring the differences between two images, we see a strong correlation between these
metrics in the graphs in Figure 4.12. Finally, the architecture could be a limiting factor. Our current
architecture could be too simple to capture the complex patterns and details that are present in the
images. If the generator is too simple or too shallow, it may not be able to capture the intricate patterns
and features present in images, which results in less realistic inpainted images. The generator used by
pix2pix is based on U-Net (Ronneberger et al., 2015). However, many more recent inpainting models
have adopted the architecture proposed by Iizuka et al. (2017), which uses dilated convolutions to capture
complex spatial relations between different regions in an image. Nonetheless, this architecture was not
appropriate as a foundation for our model, as it resulted in considerably longer training and inference
times. Another way in which the GAN might be too simple is if the discriminator is not able to make an
accurate distinction between real and fake images. A simple discriminator might not be able to capture
the small differences between real and fake images, which results in the generator network not receiving
sufficient feedback to generate realistic images. These shortcomings might also result in poor performance
of the semantic inpainting network.

Fine-tuning is required to fit the models to the data used for person inpainting. Although the models
trained on the rectangular inpainting task are capable of inpainting rectangular patches, the difference in
distribution between the rectangular masked dataset and the dataset containing person-shaped silhouettes
hinders the transfer of this capability to the inpainting of person-shaped silhouettes. The models fail to
effectively inpaint these patches as can be seen in Table 4.4, where we see a large gap between untuned
and fine-tune performance. Figure 4.9 allows for a visual inspection of the shortcomings of the untuned
models on the person inpainting task. The fine-tuning process is a challenging task, as it involves numerous
hyperparameters. The number of epochs, learning rate, batch size, Λ, optimizer and learning rate decay
all impact the learning process differently. Since the weights are already partially optimized, we aim to
fine-tune the model without making large modifications to these weights. Due to constraints in time and
computing resources, we were unable to perform an extensive amount of hyperparameter tuning during
the fine-tuning process, in comparison to the regular training process. Therefore, with more extensive
hyperparameter tuning we expect the performance on the different metrics to increase.

Our results and the discussion above allows us to answer our research question: “Can a Generative
Adversarial Network anonymize street level images, in which human individuals are removed, while the
intelligibility of the images is retained?”. Based on the results of pix2pix and SemGAN we can conclude
that GANs are able to anonymize street level images. The intelligibility of the images is retained to
some degree, however there is still room for improvement. The performance difference between SemGAN
and SemGAN-GT suggests that enhancing the accuracy of the inpainted semantic segmentation map can
result in a better quality of the inpainted RGB image. Simply increasing the training dataset will not
directly lead to improved performance.

4.5.1 Limitations and future work

In this section, we describe the limitations of our work, which arise from various sources such as the
subjective nature of the task, the approach we take towards anonymization, and the use of generative
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models and data.

Person removal method

For the anonymization process we have used the ground truth semantic segmentation maps to remove
all the persons from the images, while leaving the immediate surroundings intact. These maps are
annotated by a team of experts, and therefore contain no errors. In addition, all persons are (almost)
perfectly annotated, which minimizes both the loss of valuable background information and the possibility
of personal identifiable information still being present in the images. Another advantage is that, besides
the annotation of the persons themselves, the experts also included non-biometric identifiers such as hats
and bags However, developing such a semantic segmentation model that perfectly classifies each pixel
is nearly impossible. The current state-of-the-art semantic segmentation model is ViT-Adapter-L (Z.
Chen et al., 2023), which yields a mean IoU of 85.8 on the Cityscapes validation dataset. From this
we can conclude that our inpainting model is not the limiting factor in the anonymization process, but
the segmentation model used for the person removal is. The implementation of our method on another
dataset that does not include semantic segmentation data, requires such a state-of-the-art segmentation
model for two reasons: 1) The number of unlabeled persons should be minimized, and 2) objects should
be labeled unambiguously to ensure that SemGAN is able to learn the correct relation between objects
and labels.

Generative Adversarial Networks

While the use of GANs for image generation and more specifically image inpainting has shown promising
results, there are several limitations to this approach. Firstly, training GANs is challenging due to
the adversarial nature of the generator and discriminator, which are interdependent and have opposing
objectives. Secondly, the choice of GAN architecture can greatly affect the quality of the generated
images. Due to computational constraints, we opted for a relatively simple GAN architecture, while
more recent studies on image inpainting utilize a more complex model based on the approach proposed
by Iizuka et al. (2017). However, our research is still valid as it provides insights into the limitations
and challenges of using GANs for image inpainting tasks. Additionally, our results demonstrate the
potential of adding semantic segmentation maps as a prior to GANs for inpainting. Thirdly, challenges
arose in tuning hyperparameters for each setup, particularly for the fine-tuning of our SemGAN model,
as it consists of two separate GANs. We anticipate that further extensive hyperparameter tuning would
enhance the performance of our models. Furthermore, mode collapse is a well-known issue with GANs,
and it was a significant limitation of our models and the baseline models.

Dataset

The stochastic nature of our rectangle masking algorithm makes it more difficult to compare between
images. The size and location of the masks vary, and there is frequent overlap, resulting in a smaller
masked area of the image, which can make inpainting easier. This might be one of the main contributions
of the high variability in quantitative results. Most of the finely annotated pixels in the Cityscapes dataset
belong to road, sidewalk, building, car, and vegetation classes. This makes it more dif

Metrics

Although L1, PSNR and SSIM are popular metrics used in research to evaluate image inpainting quality,
they have limitations that should be considered when interpreting the results. L1 and PSNR are based
on comparing pixel values of inpainted patches with their corresponding ground truths. These metrics
can provide a quantitative measurement of how similar the inpainted patch is to its ground truth, they do
not capture semantic content or realism of the inpainted patches. We have come across images with a low
L1 and high PSNR scores, but still look unrealistic upon visual inspection. SSIM appeared to be better
at evaluating the images, as high scores correlated more with realistic looking images, and vice versa.
Besides the pixel-wise similarity, SSIM also takes into account the structural and perceptual similarity,
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which makes it a more suitable metric for image inpainting. All metrics have strengths and weaknesses,
a combination of metrics, such as PSNR, L1, and SSIM, can provide a more robust evaluation of the
quality of the inpainted images, as it considers different aspects of the image quality.

Future work

In comparison to the anonymization works summarized in 2.3, we proposed a new method of anonymiza-
tion which protects the privacy of the individuals in the image, but also retains the intelligibility and
overall realism in the image. While our proposed method outperforms the standard pix2pix model, there
is still room for improvement in terms of the realism and overall appearance of the inpainted patches.
Therefore, we recommend that future work should concentrate on enhancing the quality of the inpainted
regions, aiming to achieve more convincing and visually appealing results. A good starting point would be
to implement a more complex architecture, introduce an additional loss function such as perceptual loss
(Johnson et al., 2016) or texture loss (C. Yang et al., 2016), or utilize additional prior such as edge maps
(Nazeri et al., 2019). In terms of the evaluation, additional metrics that are more capable of analysing
the quality of images should be investigated.
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Conclusion

The aim of our research was to tackle the issue of safeguarding privacy in image datasets. We accomplished
this by creating a technique that can anonymize individuals while preserving the authenticity and natural
appearance of the images. We based our approach on the conditional Generative Adversarial Network
proposed by Isola et al. (2017). This led us to propose two models, namely SemGAN and SemGAN-
GT, specifically designed for the inpainting of street-level images in locations where identifiable people
have been removed. Our method utilizes the available information from both the incomplete image,
where individuals are absent, and the semantic segmentation maps to achieve the desired outcome. This
is accomplished by combining the information from both sources. SemGAN and SemGAN-GT differ in
their architecture. SemGAN is comprised of two models: a semantic inpainting model and an RGB image
inpainting model. The latter employs the inpainted semantic segmentation map generated by the former
as a prior for the inpainting process. In contrast, SemGAN-GT uses ground truth semantic segmentation
maps as a prior for the inpainting task.

To assess the effectiveness of our models, we employed standard evaluation metrics commonly used
in research, including L1, PSNR, and SSIM. We then compared the performance of our models against
that of our base model, pix2pix. Supported by visual evaluation, our experiments reveal that the use
of semantic segmentation data improves both the quantitative as well as the qualitative results. Our
analysis revealed a notable gap in the performance between SemGAN and SemGAN-GT, likely caused
by the propagating error from the semantic segmentation maps to the RGB inpainting process. Despite
SemGAN’s inferior performance compared to SemGAN-GT, our findings indicate that leveraging semantic
segmentation data enhances the overall quality of the inpainted patches, as compared to pix2pix. The
misclassifications the semantic segmentation map for SemGAN mostly cause noise and visual artifacts.
The observed performance gap between these two models suggests that enhancing the semantic inpainting
process could lead to improved results by SemGAN.

We have trained and evaluated our models on a rectangle inpainting task. This allows for a consistent
comparison, as there are no significant differences in the size of the masks between the images. However,
this task does not transfer well to the inpainting of person-shaped masks, as there is a difference in
distribution between the rectangular masked dataset and the dataset containing person-shaped masks.
By fine-tuning the model specifically for the task of person-shaped mask inpainting, we demonstrate
that our approach is capable of effectively removing sensitive information from street-level images while
preserving the visual quality and integrity of the scene.

The proposed method has potential applications in the domain of privacy-preserving data sharing and
analysis, particularly in the context of urban planning, transportation, and public safety. The ability to
anonymize street-level data while maintaining the visual quality and contextual information is important
for the protection of individual privacy and the promotion of ethical data usage.

Beyond the model improvements and use of additional evaluation metrics, there are several directions
of future work to improve the generation of realistic anonymized images. Firstly, since GANs are difficult
to train a potential avenue is to explore the use of diffusion models for inpainting tasks. Diffusion models
do not suffer from mode collapse and are therefore able to generate a greater diversity of samples. In
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addition, diffusion models are known to be more stable and easier to train than GANs, requiring fewer
hyperparameters and less tuning. Furthermore, diffusion models have been shown to perform well in
image inpainting tasks, particularly in maintaining the structure of the inpainted regions.

Another potential avenue is to explore the application of our method in combination with other types
of street-level data such as LiDAR point clouds. This would involve adapting the our model to work with
different data formats and modalities. The Kitti dataset (Geiger et al., 2013) would be a suitable, as it
contains a lot of different data.

Finally it would be valuable to evaluate the effectiveness of our anonymization method against ad-
versarial attacks or attacks based on deep learning models. We have already mentioned this in Section
2.1.3, this topic has been a recurring theme in our research.
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Appendix A

Confusion matrix

Figure A.1: Confusion matrix of the semantic inpainting model calculated for the validation data. The
y-axis represents the ground truth labels, while the x-axis represents the predicted labels.
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